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\8 fRACf 

This rcpon presents the findings of a sur\'ey of the industry forces and the strategic choices 

adopted by private hospitals based tn Natrobi. Kenya. The research ,.,. as conducted among the 51 

pri\'ate hospitals based in Nairobi. 

The study examined the industry structure. 56.4% of the hospitals were found to be recent 

entrants under l 0 years of age. In terms of size, 66.6 % were found to be small hospitals with 

less than 50 beds. The majority (59.4%) of hospitals were found to be owned by individuals and 

pnvate companies in equal proportions. The industry is almost equally split between non profit 

and profit seeking hospitals, ''ith a slight majority of 55.3°/o being profit seekers. The industry 

mainly compnses of indigenous finns. An overwhelming majority (86.4%) were found to be 

locally owned or controlled 

The study revealed that the le\'el of competition in the hospital industry is quite high. 68.4% of 

the respondents rated the level of competition as high to very high while only an insignificant 

5.2% rated it as low or very low. 

Further, the s tudy examined the tmpact of the industry forces. The forces were all found to be 

significant. On a scale of 1-5 each of the forces scored above average. The force with the greatest 

1mpact on the hospitals is riYalry competition from existing hospitals with a score of 3.62. This 

was followed by the following forces in descending order; bargaining power of customers (3.56), 

bargaining power of suppliers (3.08), threat of new entrants/upcoming hospitals (3.08) and 

substitutes (3.05). With the lowest score of 2.95, government was found to have the least 
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influence in the industry. Given that this should be a highly regulated industry, and the 

significant influence of government in other markets. this low score'' as quite unexpected. 

The findings revealed that several strategic choices are adopted by private hospitals. While the 

popularity of each cho1ce differs, none is completely dominant. The most popular 1s cost 

leadership with a 56.4% score. This is followed in order of popularity by new product 

development (43.6%). market penetration (28.2%). market development (28.2%) and focus 

(18.4%). The least popular is diversification with a 7.7% score. The strategic choices are similar 

to those adopted by hospitals in the North American market which has the most developed 

private sector owned hospital industry. 

This study raises several questions for further research. Among them is the industry forces and 

strategic choices selected by hospitals in other parts of the country. The study does not establish 

a causal relatiOnship bet,a,·een industry forces, hospital characteristics and strategic choice. Such 

studies would deepen understanding of strategic issues in this poorly researched industry. 
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1.0 1'\TROOt.;CTIO' 

1.1 Background 

Health care \\as for a long time the preserve of governments and charitable organisations. Health 

care providers, particularly hospitals, haYe for many years been internally focused, centrally 

controlled and operated in a ng~d and protected emuonment. In the early part of the 19th 

century. the providers of health care were government and church owned hospttals Both 

provided free services to the consumers and were funded by taxes and donations respectively. 

Between the 1940's to the 1970's. commumty owned hospttals whose mandate was to provtde 

hospital care for community members was founded (MoH-NHSSP). 

Independence brought "ith it an exodus of non-Africans. For the community owned hospttals, 

this exodus led to reduction in both donations and patients. To survive, the community hospitals 

had to open their doors to Africans. The Mission hospitals were handed over to the local chapters 

of the \arious churches. One of the consequences of "self rule" was reduction in external 

funding. Due to these de\'elopments, community and m1ssion pnvate hospitals were compelled to 

finance their budgets primarily by chargmg for their services. 

foday, the lcadmg miss1on hospitals charge as much, if not more, than private profit seeking 

hospitals. Indeed all-pmate hospitals seek to make a revenue surplus (profit). The fundamental 

difference ts how the surplus IS dtstributed. In charitable hospttals, the entire surplus is reinvested 

m the hospital while m profit seeking ones; some of the surplus may be paid out as dividends. 

1.2 Definition of Terms 

Certain terms and concepts used in th1s paper requtre clear understanding and as such, their 

definition is appropriate. Among the terms are the following; 
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Jlo pital 

A hospital is defined as any institution providine medical and surgical treatment and nursing care 
for ill and injured people on both outpatient and mpatlcnt basis. 

Eo \ ironment 

'Tbis is the pattern of all the external conditions and influences that affect an organisation's hfe 
and development 

Eo~ironmental conditions 

Include all important international and domestiC conditions of technolog1cal, econonuc, soc1al, 
political and competitive nature. Changes m the environmental conditions shape a finn's 
opportumt1es and challenges. 

Competiti\'e forces 

These refer to the forces that dnve competition in an industry. They mclude such forces as the 
bargammg pO\\.er of suppliers and buyers. potential entrants, substitute products and n\alry 
among existing finns. 

1.3 Global Developments in the Hospital Industry 

In the1r study of mtemational trends in the prov1sion and utilisation of hospital care, Henshcr et 
al ( 1999), found that despite the great d1 fferences in hospital systems world wide, hospitals m all 
areas have to deal w1th rising expectations and, more often than not, a need to contain the costs 
of health care. Outstde the de' eloping countnes, the genenc response to nsing costs has been to 
reduce hospital stays and to tmprovc the efficiency of the system, a strategy that seems to be 
partially successful. The expcnence in the health care systems in the United States and the 
Cnited Kingdom sho\\<s that cost pressures and changes in health care delivery mean that this 
strategy will lead to hospital mergers and closures m the long run. 

According the Hcnsher et al ( 1999) medtcal practice. hospttal management. and technology have 
undergone great changes over the last 20 years. Th1s has led to substantial shifts m demand for 
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econdary care facilities and notable changes in the types of facilities required. Hospital costs are 

the largest component of health expenditure in most countries in the Organisation of Economtc 

Co-operation and Development (OECD) and they ha,·e therefore been a key focus in the drive 

for increased efficiency in the health sector. While this financial pressure has played a part in the 

developments in the provision of secondary care, the influence of technology and the ability to 

treat large proportions of the patients on a day basis have also shaped patterns in the provision 

and usc of hospitals. 

The current trends of increased efficiency, substitution between inpatient and outpatient care, and 

changes m clinical management are likely to continue. Hensher et al ( 1999) found that there arc 

no comprehensive databases providing detailed comparative data on hospital provision in the 

developing countries. Although trends indicate a reduction in beds per capita, there has been a 

general increase in hospital beds in developing countries since the early 1970s but the increase 

has been at rates lower than the population growth rate. Problems facing hospital systems in 

de\eloping countries include over concentration in large urban areas and the increasing burden 

of the hospital system from adults with AIDS. 

There are many proposals to reduce health care costs, some of them controverstal. Giuffrida & 

Torgeson (I 997) posit that where important individual or external effects are associated with 

treatment non-compliance, monetary incentives may be relatively cost effective and compliant 

patients should receive payment. In effect, they recommend that patients should be paid to take 

their medication. The French government proposes to curb health care costs by fining doctors 

who exceed budgetary allocations (Bmj, October I 997) 

Teisberg et at ( 1994) argue that the major reason for escalating costs in the United States health 

care system is because incenttves throughout the health care system, reward cost escalating 

behavtour by hospitals and doctors. The industry forces identified in this market are firstly, 

pressure to cut costs due to bargaining power of customers particularly insurance companies and 

large employers. Secondly, declining demand due to new medtcal technology and initiatives 
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aimed at keeping patients out of hospitals. Thirdly. ne\\ entrants \\ ho include for profit 

providers, medical centre!'>. Health maintenance organisations, home nursing, health clubs and 

fourthly, altcmati\ e or substitute care such as herbal therapy. acupuncture etc. Lastly, there is 

excess capacity coupled with high fixed costs. 

According to Coddington et al ( 1985 ), American hospitals have responded to the industry forces 

through cost cutting while attempting to maintain quality of care, consolidation through JOint 

\entures. strategic alhances, mergers and acquisitions, retrenchment and downsizing through 

measures such as closure of unprofitable unats and reduct1on of bed capacity. mtegration in the 

industry though diversificatiOn of hospitals into health insurance to become HMOs or 

diversification of health insurers into hospitals (mainly through acquisition). Other strategic 

directions include diversification such as settmg up consultant \\ings on hospital grounds, shift of 

control of hospitals from doctors to professional managers, market segmentation and 

development of distinctive competencies/specializations by some of the providers and, for those 

unable to compete, exit from the mdustry. 

1.4 The State of the Health Sector In Kenya 

According to the MOB records, Kenya has 4207 health facilities. Of these, 420 arc hospitals, 579 

health centres, 3146 health sub centres and dispensaries. There arc a total of 52186 beds with an 

average bed rat10 of 1.76 beds per 1000 Kenyans. With the exception of North Eastern, the 

distribution of the health mfrastructure is fairly even. Most of the private hospitals arc 

concentrated in urban centres while mission and government ones are found distributed 

throughout the country (NHSSP 1999-2000). 

The private sector owns 44% of the health care infrastructure with the government owning the 

remaining 56°'o. In Kenya. the per cap1ta expenditure has dechncd from U.S. dollars 9.5 m 

1980f81 to 3.4 in 1997. Kenya spends approxunately 3.8°/o GOP on healthcarc. In contrast, the 
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per capita expenditure on health care in the U.S.A. is slightly over 4000 dollars and health care 

expenditure as a percentage of GOP is approximately 11%. 

llcalth care is financed in several wa}S. At 47%, the government is the largest financier of 

health care services. indi\ iduals fund 42% while the donor and missions cater for 7%. The ~HIF 

finances a lowly -tO%. Only I 0% of the population arc covered by social insurance. 

According to 'HSSP. 70% of diseases in Kenya nrc preventable through simple hygiene and 

environmental manipulation. Malaria accounts for 30% of outpat1ent cases (NHSSP 1999-2004 ). 

Successful pubhc health programs therefore pose a major challenge to hospitals because they 

would reduce the capti\'C market particularly to private facilities in the health care market. 

Health care consumption shows an interesting pattern. A 1994 welfare monitoring survey 

revealed that 74% of the Kenyans who fall sick used medicines bought from pharmacies, 21% 

v1sited health facilities while 1.4% sought care from herbalists. 3. 7% took no action 

(NHSSP 1999-2004). Health care consumption is price sensitive particularly in a country where 

15 millions Kenyans arc estimated to be extremely poor. A study on the implication of the 

introduction of user fees for health care carried out in 1989 indicated that there was a drop 10 the 

number of people seeking hcalthcarc as a result (NHSSP 1999-2004). 

By 1998, 1\airobi had 51 hosp1tals ( 12% of the national total), 36 health centres and 303 health 

sub centres and dispensaries. The province had 6,691 beds with 3.21 beds per I ,000 population. 

Th1s number is significantly below the higher income countries' ratio of 7.46 but much higher 

than the Sub-Saharan Africa ratio of 1.21. It is also almost double the national average of 1.75 

beds per l,OOOpopulation. The MOH estimates that over 80% of the registered 4,282 doctor's 

practice 10 urban centres with 50°'o based m Na1robi. The government and pnvate sector pronde 

60% and 40% of health care respectively (MOH). 
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1.5 Recent Developments in the Hospital Industry In Kenya 

Faced \\ith gro\\ ing demand and deterioration in quality of care. the government has 

implemented \ ariou measures intended to address the problems in the industry. In 199·t the 

go\cmment apprO\'Cd the Kenya Health Policy Framework Paper as the official blue print for the 

development and management of health sen ices in the country. The paper expanded the scope of 

private health care provision and recommended privatisation and libemlisation in the industry. [n 

1999. to address the slow implementation of health sector refonns, the government formulated 

the ,ationalllealth Sector Strateg1c Plan. (\THSSP) to cover the period 1999-2004. 

In 1998, Medavac, the second largest managed heaJth care orgamsation m the country, went into 

voluntary receivership. Hospatals lost milhons in unpaid bills. Members, particularly corporales 

also lost milhons in premmms. The result were calls for Iegaslation to control and regulate the 

operations of health maintenance orgamsauons. 

One of the greatest perceived need in the industry is the creation of sustamable health care 

financing. Fraudulent claims \\ere identified as a major dram the resources of the r\HIF. In 1997, 

the government carried out an extensive investigation ofNHIF claams. At least 30 hospitals were 

implicated m fraud and over 20 closed apparently because they could not survive wathout NHIF 

financing. In 1998. the government repealed the NHIF Act, which converted the HTF from a 

department of the Ministry of health to a parastatal with a board compnsing of key stakeholders. 

To tap the private and self-funded market, the government introduced amenity wards in its 

provincial and some selected district hospitals. In pursui t of this policy, Kcnyalla National 

Hospital opened a pnvate wmg m 1998 Th1s expanded the number of private hospital beds and 

made the hospital a direct competitor of the private sector hospitals. 

These developments have not been without consequences. On 181
h July 2000, Hurlingham 

hospital. one of the entrants within the last fi\'e years had its property attached by aucltoneers for 

the non-payment of debts. Within the last one-year, all the leading private hospitals have 

implemented changes which mclude employee retrenchment. The leading Health maintenance 
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organisation has also opted to set up its O\\ n pro\•ider network in~tcad of outsourcing to existing 

pro\ idcrs as n \\ ay of cutting costs and controlling quality. 

By !he ~tandnrds in other industries. these changes are not unusual. Howe\cr, it is the first time 

that so many ch3llgcs arc occurring in the hospital industry. Clearly. all is not well within the 

industry. 

1.6 Statement of the Problem 

Many countries face serious problems in financing and restructuring their health care delivery 

systems. Due to the intangible nature of services, health care system problems have to be 

addressed at the national le\el. Though patients can and do seek health care servtces abroad, this 

is only applicable for non-emergency services only. This means that health care services have a 

high strategic value. As Coddington et al ( 1985) note, it ts not in the public interest to have a 

large number of hospttals operating in a weakened financial state, fighting to survive. A 

thriving, sustainable but efficient private health care system, in which hospitals are a major and 

essential component, is a matter of national importance. 

The Kenyan health care sector is in a dynamic state. On one hand, the government is 

spearhcadmg fundamental health sector refonns, which wtll affect financing, service delivery, 

role of various professionals, review of the legal framework and harmomsation of regulation. On 

the other, there arc stgns that all is not well with in the industry. The stgns arc there and include 

exit from the industr}. financial distress, efforts aimed at cost reduction such as retrenchment of 

employees and efforts to mcrease market share such as price competition and adverttsing. Other 

signs are development of new markets and products, expanston of capactty and diverstficatton 

into related businesses. 

This strategic repositioning indtcates that there are powerful forces at play in the industry. What 

is not clear is the nature of these forces that are driving change or the bases for the different and 
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pecific strategic choices being pursued by hospital. The aim of this study \\35 therefore to 

ans\\CT two key questions; 

I. What arc the industries forces influencing strategy formulation and chotec m the hospital 

industry? 

2. What are the strategic options adopted by private hospitals in response to forces in the 

industry? 

1.7 Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study were; 

I. To identify the industry forces, \\htch influence the strategtes, formulated by the prhate 

hospitals. 

2 To identify the strategies formulated by private hospitals in Nairobi 

1.8 Importance of the Study 

Every country requires a vibrant, functioning and efficient health care sector. Hospitals are a key 

plank in the health care industry Sustainability of hospitals is therefore a matter of national 

mtercst. Specifically, the study wtll be of interest to: 

I. The go\ emmcnt because private sector hospttals providers are a key pre-requisite for 

successful health care delivery. The findings of this study wi ll shed light in lhis area and 

assist health planners to formulate and implement policies that will support the government's 

stated objective and health sector goals. Thts ts particularly pertment tn view of the ongomg 

health sector reforms. 
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2. Im estors as it \\ill pro\•ide them \\ ith an 0\CI'\ iew of the industry dynam1cs and thus 

facilitate well-informed entry decisions. It will also assist the investors m the existing 

hospitals \\ ith a basis for strategy fonnulation and strategic choice. The net result should be 

less destructive competition, identification of new market niches and ultimately a healthier 

hospital industry. 

3. The public's accessibility to good quality medical facilities is a matter of great pubhc interest. 
Th1s IS bc:cause e\'en the best health insurance policy is of no \'alue in the absence of good 

quality medical facilities. 

4 Scholars who wish to do further research in the hospital industry. 

1.9 limitations of the Study 

The study was constrained by various factors. The study was limited to hospitals. Inclusion of 

other health care prov1ders may have cnnched the findmgs 

It was not possible to include all hospitals as health care providers in Nairobi and it was also not 

possible to conduct the research in other parts of the country. This would have facilitated a 

compmson with practices in both urban and rural settmgs. 
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CHAPTER T\\'0 

2.0 LITERAT Rf RE\'I E\\ 

2.1 Health Care, A Global Perspective 

Pro\ ision of health care has serious social, econom1c. political and cthtcal implications and 

repercussions. World w1de. for different reasons, countries are grappling wtth d1fTerent health 

care dilemmas. Despite these differences, a number of trends arc discernible. 

2.1.2 Health care financing 

Heath care wants and destres are hm1lless but the resources to satisfy these wants arc not. 

Scarcity is the imbalance between the desire for goods and serv1ces and the means to satisfy 

them. Scarcit)' ts a universal problem faced by poor and rich nat1ons alike. Health care IS an 

excludable public good It can be pnced eas1ly and can be produced and sold for a fee. It has 

therefore been possible for private finns to provtde the service for a fee, for the government to 

finance the sen ice through taxes and provide sentces for free. for go,·cmment to levy fees 

through cost sharing or for government to subsidise private firms so as to reduce the pnce and 

encourage consumption. Through the pnce mechanism, it is also possible to ration supply. Kenya 

IS a class1c example of the imbalance ansing out of lack of purchasmg power. While the pnvate 

hospitals are competing for chents with the purchasing power to pay for thetr services, the public 

hospitals cannot cope with the demand. Clearly, a change in health care financing would have 

the effect of redtstribuung the demand to the underutthsed supphers. 

All countnes arc dealmg with the question of ho\v to finance escalating health care costs against 

slowed or static economic growth. Europe. excludmg the U.K. spends 9.1 of GOP on healthcare. 

The proportion differs from country to country, for example, healthcarc expenditure, as a 

percentage of GOP is as follows, Sweden 8.6. Germany 10.7, France 9.6, and U.K. 6.7. In 1998, 

the U.S.A. spent 1.1 tnllion dollars or 4094 dollars per person on health care. Between 1993 to 
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199 • t S health care expenditure as a percentage of GOP has ranged bet\\een 13.4-13.5(Bmj. 

January 2000). 

The situation in Kenya is sub tantially different ·ot only do we have a much smaller economy 

but also, health care expenditure as a percentage of GOP is only 3.4%. In 1997, the MOH 

consumed 9.7% of government expenditure. Although the MOll budgetary allocation has been 

increasing over the years, it has not kept up with the growth in population. As a consequence, the 

per capita expenditure has declined from U.S. dollars 9.5 m 1980/8 1 to 3.4 in 1997(~HSSP 

1999-2004). 

In every country, health care financi ng is predominantly a government affair. Private financing 

sources include health insurers, health maintenance organisations, private donors and 

individuals. Health care financing is not '' ilhout risk. In 1999, Harvard pilgrim health care, one 

of the l 0 largest HMOs in America went into receivership after incurring losses that resulted in 

negative net worth. In 1998, Medivac, the second largest HMO m Kenya, went mto voluntary 

receivership afler it was unable to meet its financial obligations. Members were never 

compensated and had to seck alternative health insurance. Similarly, providers lost millions in 

unpaid bills. This risk also applies at personal level. Med1cal bills accounted for 40% of the 

500,000 personal bankruptcies filed in the U.S.A. in 1999(BmJ May 2000) 

2.1.3 Quality of Care 

Desp1te the technolog1cal, clinical and managerial advances in the health care industry, delivery 

of quality care remams a maJor concern. It is estimated that 44,000-98,000 Americans die from 

medical m1stakes each year. In Germany, a senes of diagnostic errors led to at least 300 women 

bemg operated unnecessarily for breast cancer (Bmj March 2000). In Japan, 3 d1rectors of a drug 

company were jailed for selling untreated blood products that resulted in HTV infection for 1800 

patients of whom 500 have died with another 500 developing full blown AIDS. In Australia, 9 

patients were exposed to a potentially fatal infection of the brain after surgical equipment was 

reused without bemg properly steri li sed. While Kenyan statistics are not available, a number of 
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cases have been reported in the media. It is prudent to presume that mistakes do occur but may 

remain unreportl.--d. 

Greater patient empowerment has greatly encouraged malpracuce litigation. The threat of 

malpractice causes doctors to practice defens1vc medicine. This in tum leads to unnecessary 

imestigat1ons and treatments. In the U.S A., defens1ve medtcme IS estimated to mcrease O\:crall 

health care costs by 1% (Porter et at, 1994). Doctors are also leaving high-risk specialities such 

as Obstretics, OrthopaediCs and Neurosurgery. In Canada, medical specialists have threatened to 

leave Ontario due to the high cost of professional indemnity insurance (Bmj March 2000) 

2.1.4 Equity 

One of the key questions in health care is how to achieve equal access to healthcare irrespective 

of social economic status. Equity is a very difficult goal to achieve. The British, Israeli and 

Kenyan public health care systems have a two-tier system that offers shorter waiting periods for 

patients willing to pay h1gher private care fees. When any national health care delivery system is 

examined, a two-tier system exists. On one hand is the relatively congested and under funded 

public health care delivery system that provides care for the indigent population. On the other 

hand is the private health care delivery system which is more efficient and within which the 

latest treatments are available at a fee. In South Africa, private health care consumes 

approximately 11 billion rand per year. In developed countries, the key difference between 

public and private health care is the waiting time particularly for non-emergency services. In 

developing countries the contrast is so large that in many instances, it may well be a matter of 

life and death. 

2.1.5 Service delivery 

Health care providers range from governments, non-profit organisations and for profit firms. 

Historically, government and non-profits have provided health care services. The concept of for 

profit seeking providers IS fairly recent and controversial. However, in a 1987 study, Herzlinger 

et al concluded that American non profit hospital chains studied did not provide sufficient charity 

to warrant their exempllon from income taxes. The study concluded that the poor would have 
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benefited more if the considerable profits made by the non profits had been taxed and the 

proceeds applied to pay for their care. In 1989, a General Accounting Office study confirmed 

this contro\'ersial conclusion "'hen it reported that 57° o of American non profit hospitals 

examined provided charity" hose \'alue was less than the tax benefits they received. 

While no simi lar study has been done m Kenya, it is clear that many of the non-profit hospllals 

• m Xairobi arc out of the reach of the rnaJonty of Kenyans and do not do any visible charity work. 

It would be \\Orth'"hilc to do a comparative study and establish whether the local findings would 

bestmilar. 

2.2 Competitive Environment in Nairobi 

Competition in an mdustry continuously works to drive down the rate o f return on invested 

capital tO\\ards the competitive floor rate of return or the return that wou ld be earned in a 

.. perfectly competitive industry". This competttive floor or "free market" return is approximated 

by the yield on long term government securities adjusted upward by the risk of cap1tal loss. 

Investors wi ll not tolerate returns below th1s rate in the long run because of the alternative of 

investmg in other mdustnes and firms earnmg less than this return will eventually go out of 

busmess. The presence of a rate of return higher than the adjusted free market return serves to 

stimulate the inflows of capital into an industry either through new entry or through additional 

investment by existing competitors. 

2.2.1 Rivalry among existing competitors 

Rl\alry among e.x1sting competitors uses taches such as price competition, ad' ertising, product 

introductions and mcrcased customer serv1ce. Ri' airy occurs because one or more competitor 

either feels the pressure or sees the opportumty to improve position. Intense rivalry is the result 

of; ~umerous or equally balanced competitors, slo\\ industry growth, high fixed costs or storage 

costs. lack of differentiation or S\Vttching costs and where capacity is augmented m large 

increments. Other factors are diverse competitors, high strateg1c stakes and high exit barners 
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due to specialised as cts, fixed costs of exit, strategic interrelationships. emotional barriers or 

go' ernmcnt or social restrictions. 

It is difficult to measure the extent of rivalry bet\\ecn hospitals. There arc some indicators. 

Against established comcntions. one of the leading hospitals hospital placed advertisements in 

the print media and lowered consultation fees. Two others ho:>pitals foiiO\\Cd suit shortly. 

On the other hand. hospitals arc co-operating to improve their environment orne of the hospital 

administrators' routinely share information on the telephone and in meetmgs. Plans arc at an 

advanced stage to set up an industry association. A di ffcrcnt association, the association of 

pnvate hospitals. nursing home and cltmcs and has launched a campaign against newly 

introduced fees by the Medical Practitioners & Dentlsts Board (Druly "atlon. 117/2000) 

2.2.2 Threat of new entrants 

~e'~ entrants bring with them additional capacity, desire for market share and substantial 

resources. Entry may be by acquisition or green site development. Bamcrs to entry mclude fear 

of retaliation by existing players, economies of scale, economies of scope due to shared 

functions, product differentiation, degree of consolidation/integration, capital requirements, exit 

barriers and switching costs. 

Entry at the top end of the industry is restricted by shortage of suitable locations, high capital 

costs that runs into b1llions, high fixed costs, an industry structure that precludes acqu1sition and 

the difficulty ofbulldmg brand recognition due to restrictions on advert ising. 

Hospital admissions arc mostly dependent on consultant referrals from doctors in prhate practice 

and consultation. Ho,,ever, many senior consultants have hosp1tal-based practices "hich 

increases their switching costs. 

As a matter of pohcy. corporate health care buyers require that a hospital be registered with the 

~1l1F, a process which is cumbersome and may take up to t\vo or more years to complete. Even 
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" i thout this requirement. nC\\ hospitals arc faced by a price disad,·amagc because the NHIF 

rebate has the effect of reducing the net cost to the pa)cr in nccrcdited hospitals. The NHIF has 

proposed a mandatory two-)car waiting period. This change is coupled with a proposal for 

wider range of benefits. Such changes if implemented \\Ould substantively raise the entry 

barrier. 

Hospitals have specialised assets. which are difficult to sell. Secondly. the largest pnvatc 

hospitals are not profit moti\'atcd and are unlikely to ex1t even in a hostile business em ironment. 

These two factors raise the exit barriers. Indeed, for several years, one commcrc1al bank has 

been trying to sell a hospital to recover debts without success. Entry at the mediUm size hospital 

le .. el bas lower capital and locat1on bamers. However, most of the other barncrs remain. Entry at 

the low end of the market is relatively easier. Most of the hospitals arc m the middle to low 

mcome suburban areas, target cash paying clientele and generally operate outside the regulatory 

framework because they arc too small to attract the attention of regulators who arc inadequately 

equipped for the task. A good number arc in rented prem1scs that arc con\'crtcd from residential 

or commercial usc. 

2.2.3 Pressure from substitutes 

Substitutability is poss1blc m terms of the product, process or geograph1c market boundaries. 

Substitutes limit the potential returns in an industry by placing a ceiling on the prices firms in an 

industry can profitably charge. The more attractive the price performance alternative offered by 

substitutes, the !inner the lid on industry profits. Hospitals face many substitute prO\ iders of 

health care; Hospital outpatient services compete with all other providers of ambulatory services 

ranging from managed care and health maintenance organisations, doctor owned practices, 

clinical officer and nurse practitioners, alternative medicine pro\ 1ders such as herbalists and so 

on. 

According to the !\HSSP, 70% of Kenyans initially seek ass1stance from phannac1cs when they 

fall sick (~HSSP). This shows that hospitals also compete wtth over the counter medtcmes sold 

in shops, supermarkets, retail chemists and pharmacies. In theory, prescnpllon med1cmes should 
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not be sold over the counter. In practice. this requirement is oflen ignored and nouted. The use of 

the title doctor by pharmacist.s has only scn·cd to confuse and aggra\'ate the ~ituat ion . 

One significant. but oficn ignored substitute is public health. Public health acti\'ities endeavour 

to prevent disease and illness at source. 70% of diseases in Kenya arc preventable through 

simple hygiene measures, environmental inten·ention and immunisation. lf successful. such 

efforts '" ould drastically reduce outpatient visits and admissions. Such health promotion efforts 

have successfully been tried elsewhere. Some American compames, in an effort to address the 

nsmg cost of hcalthcarc ha'> c opted to tackle the problem at source by improving the health of 

their employees through simple or multifaceted health promotion activities (llcr?linger, 1986). 

Health maintenance organisations attempt to cut costs by keeping the1r clients out of hospitals 

and thus compete in the same way but more visibly than general pubhc health efforts. Reisler 

(1995) notes that 'vhen a health maintenance organisation enters a community, 1t quickly evokes 

competitive responses from other healthcare providers because 1ts prepa}ment approach upsets 

the medical profession ·s fee for sen ·tce rules and forces prov1ders to become equally cost 

conscious or lose their market share. 

Other genenc competitors include hosp1ces and home based care services that encourage home 

and community based care. Session Paper No. 4 of 1997 on AIDS in Kenya spells out the 

government' s commitment to promote home based care as an intervention to reduce the tmpact 

of AIDS. Home based care provides a continuum between the community and health facilities 

and leads to reduction of hospital based care for the chronically ill. 

Day care centers compete with inpatient services. Hensher (1999) notes that advances in 

technology have enabled more and more procedures and treatments to be provided on an 

outpatient or day care basis. This ob\ iously reduces the need for hospitalisation and reduces the 

entry barrier for surgery by making it possible to perform major surgery from doctors' practices. 

In the L.K .• the number of day case adrnisstons as a proportiOn to total admission has mcreased 

from 17.7% in 1985 to 38.9% in 1997. Hensher further notes that from the experience in the 

United States where approximately 60% of operations are performed on a day care basis, the 
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actual le\'cl of day care surgery in the U.K and continental Europe falls far below the technical 

potential. While some amount of day care surgery occurs in Kenyan hospitals. it is hampered by 

lack of supporting infrastructure. The statistics are una\'ailable. 

2.2.4 Bargaining poncr of uppliers 

Suppliers can exert bargaining power O\'er participants in an industry by threatening to raise 

pnces or reduce quality of goods and sef\ 1ces. Powerful supplies can squce1c profitability out of 

an industry unable to recover cost increases in its own pnccs. Supplier power is high if it is 

dominated by a few compamcs and is more concentrated than the 1ndustry 1t sells to, if not 

obliged to contend with other substitute products for sale to the industry and if the mdustry IS not 

an important customer of the supplier group. The power 1s also high if the supplier's product ts 

an important input in the buyer's business, if the supplier 's products are di fferenllated, if 1t has 

built in switching costs or the supplier group poses a credible threat of forward integration. 

Labour is an important supplier and one that exerts great pressure in many industries. The power 

of labour depends on 1ts degree of organisatiOn and whether the suppliers of labour can expand 

capacity. Hospitals are labour intensive. They employ a substantial number of highly qualified 

and skilled employees. The supply of labour is qu1te static with long lead times before 

quatificatton and registration. This mcreases the bargaining power oflabour. 

Consultant doctors qualify as suppliers because they arc an important source of referrals. 

According to a study commissioned by the Nrurobi hospital m I 998. patients perceive 

consultants to be an mtegral part of the hospital and usually do not differentiate the hospital and 

consu ltant fees. The main reason for this is that to the payer or the pat1ent, \\hat counts is the 

final consolidated bill rather than the parts. High consu ltant fees rcstnct the level of fees that 

hospitals can charge for their servtces Without outpncmg themselves out of the market. 

Another group IS the suppliers of medical equipment, pharmaceuticals and consumables. 

Medical equipment 1s generally spec1ahsed and expensive. Hospitals have to depend on the 

supplier for service and consumables. This increases sw1tching costs Many pharmaceutical 
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distributors have cxclusi\ c territorial rights. patent protection for up to 15 }Cars after 

introduction of nc\\ products and legal protection against parallel importation. As a consequence. 

dcsp1te their duty free status. many products arc much more cxpcnsi\c than in the countries of 

ongm. This exclusi,ity is only mitigated by a\'ailability of substitute products aficr expiration of 

the patent. 

2.2.5 Bargaining power of buyer 

Accordmg to Porter (1998), a group of buyers is powerful if it IS concentrated or purchases in 

large volumes relative to seller's sales; if the product it purchases from the industry represents a 

significant fract1on of the buyer's costs or purchases; 1f the products purchased from the mdustry 

are standard or undifferentiated; if it faces few S\vitching costs or 1f cams low profits. Buyer 

power is also augmented if the buyers pose a credible threat of backward integration. if the 

industry's product is unimportant to the quality of the buyer's products or if the buyer has full 

information. 

Hospitals are not homogenous. Different services face different buyer pressure. For example, 

outpatient serv1ces are generic with little difTerentiat1on between prov1dcrs coupled with a large 

fragmented network of providers. Other services such as mtens1,·e care and renal dialys1s are 

only available in a fevv well established hospitals. 

Buyer power has been rising due to the organisation of some of the large buyers into a industry 

group knov. n as KRAMS. the increasmg use of health insurance or managed care experts by 

buyer companies, low switching costs, fragmented prov1der network for basic serv1ces and the 

risk of backward integration. For example, some HMOs have set up their own outpatient clinics 

in order to have control over costs and quahty of health care delivery Some large corporations 

also have thetr own outpallent clinics such as Barclays Bank. Kenya A1rways, and Kenya 

Brewery. 

Declining profits have induced many emplo)'ers to place lim1ts on health care expend1ture and to 

shop around for cost efTect1ve alternatives. Secondly, the bulk of health care purchases are for 
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junior employees and therefore, for the management, the quality of service is not as serious a 

consideration as cost. 

Private hospitals prefer corporate buyers due to the lower financial risk. At the top end of the 

market, corporate business may be as high as 80% of turnover. Retrenchment has reduced the 

corporate buyer market size. leaving hospitals to fight to maintain market share against a 

declining market. Corporate buyer pressure is therefore expected to be quite significant. 

There is a general Improvement in health care scheme managerial capability. In an effort to cut 

costs, many scheme managers and large employers arc employing doctors to audit or manage 

their medical schemes. Others have out sourced the function to managed health care specialists. 

Some of the local msurance companies have entered into strategic alliances with foreign 

companies especially from South Africa. The strategic partners bring expertise and experience in 

health care schemes management. Enlightened buyers are more empowered These changes 

have therefore augmented buyer power. 

Self-paying patients have always been price sensitive but have become even more so due to 

econom1c hardship. l lcalth care is intangible and once consumed, the provider has little 

bargainmg power to enforce payment. Once incurred, healthcare debts are usually mterest free 

and rank quite low in the debtor's financial priorities. Though widely pract1sed, perhaps for 

want of a better alternative, declining to admit patients on financ1al grounds is viewed negatively 

by the public. Detammg those unable to pay is socially unacceptable and is d iscouraged by the 

regulator. The high costs of treatment of chronically ill patients, particularly AIDS, aggravates 

the financial risk assoc1ated with self-paying patients. 

Pubhc expectation of free services puts a cap on prices that hospitals can charge. It also leads to 

losses in certain areas like emergency serv1ces where service has to be provided first w1thout any 

financial arrangements. In addition, the concept of a profit seeking hospital is agamst the 

preva1hng paradigm of hospitals being charitable institutions. Indeed, many private hospitals 

adopt names, which 1mply a charitable base and reinforce this paradigm. 
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Collectively, these factors increase the power of self-paying patients and results in high levels of 

bad debts. fhc rural based Kaplong Mission hospital claims that it is suffering from financial 

distress due to unpaid bills and has asked the go\·emment to help it collect (Daily Nation, 

14 712000) 

2.3 Concept of Strategy 

Various authors have defined strategy in different ways. Pierce & Robinson define strategy as a 

game plan, which results m future, oriented plans interacting with the competitive environment 

to ach1eve company obJectives. Thompson et al ( 1993) state that managers develop strateg1cs to 

gUtde how an organisation conducts its busmess and how it will achieve Its objectives. Johnson 

& Scholes ( 1984) define strategy as the direction and scope of an organisation over the long tenn 

that ideally matches 1ts changing environment and in particular, 1ts markets and customers so as 

to meet stakeholder expectations. Porter ( 1996) defines strategy as the creation of a unique and 

vulnerable position through trade-offs in competing, mvolving a set of activities that neatly fit 

together, that are s1mply consistent. reinforce each other and ensure optimisation of effort. 

AnsofT ( 1965) views strategy m terms of market and product cho1ces. M mtzberg & Quinn 

(1991) perceive strateg) as a pattern or plan that integrates an orgamsatJon's major goals, 

policies and action into a cohesive whole. 

From the foregoing, one can conclude that strategy is a unifying pattern of decisions that define 

an organisation's objectives, and its obligations to its stakeholders through making choices 

regarding product and market scope and determining how the organisation will position itself 

Within its environment to create sustainable competitive advantage. 
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2.4 The Strategic Process 

Teece (1984) defines strategic management as an ongoing process that ensures a compeuuvely 

superior fit bet\.\een the organisation and its ever-changing environment. The relationshtp 

between an organisation and tts em ironment is crucial for its survival. Hofer & Schendel ( 1978) 

observe that for finns to be effecth·e they should respond appropnately to changes that occur in 

their respecttve em ironment. Porter ( 1980) states that eveT) finn that competes m an industry 

must have a competitive strategy. Strategy can be formal or explicit if developed through a 

deliberate planning process or informal and implicit if evolved through the activities of the 

various functions of the organisation. 

2.5 Conceptual Framework 

The forces in the hospital industry will be examined by applying porter's five forces model. The 

strategic choices made by hospitals will be examined primarily through Ansofrs Product Market 

Expansion Grid and secondarily, through the Porter's three generic strategies. 

2.6 Competitive Strategies 

Organisations are environment serving entities. They depend on their environment for inputs and 

discharge their outputs into the environment. Every organisation whether profit seeking or 

otherwise is set up to fulfil particular goals and objectives. It is also set up to meet certain 

societal needs which the promoters of the enterprise believe are unmet or can be fulfilled in a 

better way than is the case. 

Resources are limited while needs and wants are unlimited. New ventures must therefore 

compete for resources with others. The competition could be for volunteers' time, donations, 

finances, customers, space stakeholder support etc. To survtve, the venture must be deemed to 
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add \'alue to a society by a large enough group of stakeholders for it to take root and grow. 

Herein lies the crux of competition. As long as there are altemati\'es, competition is perhaps the 

only viable and equitable\\ ay of allocating resources. 

To succeed. every organisation requires a compellttve strategy. Compctiti\'e strategy is a 

combination of the ends (goals) for which the firm is striving and the means (policies) by whtch 

it seeks to get there (Poner, 1998). At the broadest level, formulating competitive strategy 

involves the consideration of four key factors that determine the limits of what a company can 

successfully accomplish. These factors are the company's strengths and weaknesses, the personal 

values of the key implementers, the industry opportuni ties and threats and broader societal 

expectattons. 

According to Porter ( 1998), competition in an industry is neither a coincidence nor matter of bad 

luck. It is rooted in the industry's underlying economic structure and depends on five basic 

forces. These forces are the threat of potential entrants, bargaming power of suppliers, bargaining 

power of buyers, threat of substitute products and services and rivalry among existing 

competitors. The collective strength of these forces determines the ultimate profit potential in 

the industry where profit potential is measured in terms of the long run return on invested capital. 

An effective competitive strategy takes offensive and defensive actions in order to create a 

defendable position against the five competitive forces. T here a number of possible approaches 

which include positiomng the firm so that its capabilities provide the best defence against the 

existing allay of competitive forces, influencing the balance of forces through strategic moves 

thereby improving the firm's relative position; or anticipating shills in the factors underlying the 

forces and responding to them, thereby exploiting change by choosing a strategy appropriate to 

the new competitive balance before rivals recognise it. 

There arc three general competitive strategies 
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2.6.1 Overall co t leader hip 
Cost leadership reqUires aggressive construction of efficient scale facilities, vigorous pursuit of 

cost reductions from experience, tight cost and overhead control, avoidance of marginal 

customer accounts, cost minim1sahon in areas like Research and Development. service. sales 

force. ad\ertJsing and so on. A great deal of managerial attention to cost control is necessary to 

ach1eve these aims. A low cost posit1on defends the firm agamst all the five compet1t1ve forces 

but requires a relative high market share or other advantages such as favourable access to raw 

materiaJs and other mputs. 

2.6.2 Differentiation 

Differentiation involves creating something that is perceived to be unique m an industry. 

Differentiation takes many forms and can be built on many bases such as design. brand 1mage, 

technology, customer service, features, distribution network etc. Differentiation somet1mes 

precludes gaining high market share, as it ofien requires a perception of exclusivity. 

2.6.3 Focus 

This strategy focuses on a particular group of buyers, geographical market, etc. It aims to serve 

its chosen market more effectively or efficiently than the competitors. As a result, the firm may 

achieve differentiation from better meeting the needs of the particular target or lower costs in 

serving the target market or both. Even 1f the focus strategy does not achieve low cost or 

differentiation from the perspective of the market as a whole, it does achieve one or both of these 

positions vis-a-vis its narrow market segment. 

2.7 Competitive Responses in Other Markets 

The experience from other industries is that competitive pressures induce change as fim1s in the 

industry try to adjust to their new environment. Hospitals would be expected to be no exception 

to the rule. 
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That ho pitals do respond to industry forces is not in doubt. The experience in other countries 

seems to bear this out. In china, where health care costs arc rising by 30% per year. the 

go\emmcnt imposed limits on consultation and surgical fees in an effort curb costs. The 

hospitals' response was to perform more expensive tests. \\hich are paid for separately, and issue 

more expensive prescriptions (Bmj, Volume August 1997). 

The response patterns arc also within expectations. The Shouldice hospital based an Ontario. 

Canada focuses on performing only one type of operation using only one surgical procedure 

developed by its founder. As a result, it has built a fonmdable reputation and achteved cost 

leadership with prices that are usua11y 50% of those charged elsewhere. fhe hospital gets 

referrals from all over Canada and the Umted States. 

The strategies adopted an the other markets and particularly m 1\orth Amencan market mcludc: 

2.7.1 Down iziog 

Downsizing has been achieved through reductton of beds while remaining cconomtcally \table. 

Oownsizmg may be through reduction of physical infrastructure. number of units or servtces or 

reduction m number of employees. 

2.7.2 Low cost providers 

Coddington et a l ( l985) note that American hospitals are now viewing themselves in tenns of 

their product lines, and hospital admin istrators and physicians are now discovering how efficient 

they can be m productton. Many hospitals are busily mstalling computer based cost accountmg 

systems to track costs. 

Coddington et al ( 1985) further observe that for a low cost strategy to work two things must 

happen; The medical stafT must cooperate by ordenng appropriate tests only and carefully 

monitoring each pattcnt's progress to achteve early dtscharge. Secondly, hospttal management 

must develop better systems for scheduling nurses and other personnel to control variable costs. 

Hospital labour typically represents 55-60% of total costs. 
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2.7.3 I ncrca ing market hare 

-:-be major elements in this strategy are: Dc~eloping a strong physician refcrrJI network because 

doctors control mo t hospital admissions, increasing direct marketing efforts to consumers 

through advertisement and developing a convenience oriented feeder system such as a free 

standing emergency centre. In the U.S A., efforts to increase market share have at times resulted 

in retaliatory mo\es to the extent that no hospital has been able to sustain a market advantage. 

Strategic efforts to mcrcase market share may pay off for a few well located, aggressively 

managed hospitals (Coddington et al, 1985). 

2.7.4 Focus 

Many acute care hospitals have increased specialisation. In a sense. the strategy of spectahsation 

is no different from new product development in a manufactunng company. lnnovauon is 

necessary to identify opportunities and carry them through, and products champtons should be 

encouraged (Coddington et al 1985). 

2.7.5 Diversification 

According to Coddington el at (1985), a strategy of diversification docs not confl1ct with a focus 

or cost leadership strategy. Hospital executives should develop a strategtc framework in whtch 

new dtversification opportunities, both from inside and outside sources, can be evaluated 

properly. Hospitals have diversified in vanous ways; some have developed real estate, others 

into health maintenance organisations, health management consultancy, etc. 

Other strategic directions taken by hospitals include strategic alliances. Joint \entures and 

mergers. By 1985, O\'er 80% of American hospitals were non-profit. Some of the hospitals have 

joined networks which offer economies of scale, access to capttal, management expertise, 

infonnation shanng. JOtnl marketing, management development and other human resource 

programs. For example. the voluntary hospitals of America network has 202 hosptlals wtth 

20,000 beds. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 RE E \R II 1ETIIODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The study was exploratory. h was intended to elicit infom1ation on the strategic responses 

adopted by private hospitals. The objectl\e of the research was to gain insights. better 

comprehension of the current Situation and clanfication of concepts. As such, an exploratory 

study sufficed (Naresh, 1996}. 

Since the researcher \vas unable to manipulate the respondents, the research was basically ex

post facto. Emory ( 1985) argues that investigators ha\e no control over the variables in a sense 

of being able to mampulate them. They can only report what has happened or what IS happening. 

He goes further to state that it is important that in th1s des1gn, researchers should not mfluence 

the variables, as to do so is to introduce bias. 

3.2 Population 

The population of interest in this study included all the 5 I private hosp1tals tn Nauobi. A list of 

the hospitals was compiled from the M inistry of Health records and the Kenya medical directory 

2000 issue. The concise oxford dictionary defmes a hospital as an institution providing medical 

and surgical treatment and nursing care for ill or injured people. The working definition of a 

hospttal adopted for the purpose of this study is any health care fac il ity that prov1des inpatient 

care. 

Given that the population s1ze 1s small. a census study was conducted. Ogutu ( 1983) observes 

that for an exploratory study, a census survey provides a more accurate picture. 
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3.3 Data Collection Method 

Primary data \\as collected through questionnaires with target respondents. The target 

respondents were the chief executive officers of the hospitals. 

Secondary data was also used in the study. Official records of the Ministry of Health \\Cre 

examined as a source of secondary data. The researcher also examined official hospital 

pubhcat1ons and infom1ation accumulated over a penod of 5 years in his capacity as chief 

executive of Metropolitan hospitaJ. The secondary data was used to cross reference the primary 

data where applicable and in conjunction with the primary data to arr1ve at conclusions. 

The research instrument used to collect data \\as a questionnaire. To help eliminate the poss1ble 

non-response rate of the executives and further clarification of issues, the questionnaires were 

personaJly administered. 

Pre-testing of the questtonna~re \\as done in order to detennine its appropriateness before 1t \\as 

administered to the entire population. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The data collected was analysed by usc of descriptive statistics such as proportions, frequency, 

and percentages. 

As stated by Frankfort ( 1996), descriptive statistics enable the researcher to summarize and 

orgamse data in an effective and meaningful way. They prov1de tools for describing collections 

ofstat1st1cal observations and reducing information to an understandable fom1. 
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CH PTERFOLR 

-tO n"DI~G A'iO Dl C 10~ 

4.1 Response Rate 

AJI the hospitals in Nairobi, 51 m total, were considered in the study. However, one of the 

hospitals was closed due to financial problems before the quc:;tionnaire could be submitted. 

Some of the hospitals failed to complete the questionnaire while in others, the respondents were 

out of the country. In all, a total of39 hospitals responded. This ga\e a response rate of76.5°/o 

4.2 Industry Characteristics 

Industry dynamics afiect its attractiveness. This part deals with analysis of the characteristics of 

the respondents. 

4.2.1 Age of hospitals 

This question sought to establish the age profile of the hosp•taJs. I he hospitals were grouped into 

three categories namely the young (under 10 years), mature (between 10-20 years) and old (over 

20 years). The responses are shown m the table below. 

Table 1: Age of respondent hospitals 

Age in years Frequency Percentage Cumulatin~ percentage 

J- 10 years 22 56.4 56.4 

l 1-20 years 4 10.3 66.7 

Over 20 years 13 33.3 100.0 

Total 100.0 

56.4~0 of the hospitals were found to be less than I 0 years old. Only I 0% were set up in the 

1980's \\bile those o'.er 20 years constJtute 33% with the maJonty (25.6%) in this group pre

dating independence in 1963. The oldest hospital became operational in 190 l. (Table I in 

Append1x 2). 
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Due to the wider disparity m age, the old hospitals group is likely to be display more 

1cterogeneous behaviour. 

These findings indicate that many of the hospitals arc new entrants in the industr\'. One would 

therefore expect a lot of strategic activity in the industry. lt can also be sum1ised that the industry 

has become relative more attractive for it to attract many new players. Further. there must be 

market niches, \\ hich the existing players were not providing for. 

4.2.2 Size of the hospitals 

The hospitals were asked to state their bed capac1t). The number of beds was used to classify 

hospital s1ze. This is a generally accepted criterion globally. Based on this criteria. the hosp1tals 

were classi ried into four classes namely very small hospitals as those under 25 beds, small 

hospitals as those With 25-50 beds, med1um hospitals as those with 50-75 beds and large 

hospitals as those \~ith over 75 beds. The results are shown m the table below. 

Table 2: ize of tbe respondent hospital 

~o. of beds Frequency Percentage Cumulative percent 

0-25 beds 13 33.3 33.3 

26- SO beds 13 33.3 66.6 

51 -75 beds 3 7.7 74.3 

Over 75 beds 10 25.6 100.0 

Total 39 100.0 

The bed capacity was found to be widely distributed with a range of 5 to 262 beds (see table 2 

appendix 2). The most popular class was found to be small and very small categories with 13 

hospitals (33.3%) each. The least common \\ere the med1um s1zed with 3 hospitals (7.7%) of the 

respondents. The large sized hospitals comprised 25.6% of the total. This group is more 

heterogeneous due to the wider range of respondents in this class. 
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4.2.3 On ncr hip of the ho pi tal 

This question _ought to establi h '' hich types of organisations O\\ n hospitals. 'I he responses "ere 

class1fied into common and similar forms of ownership. The results arc tabulated belO\\ . 

Table 3: 0\\ner hip ofbo pital 

T ype of owner hip Frequency Percent Cumulathe Percent 

Charitable organisations 9 24 .4 24.4 

Private companies 22 59.4 83.8 

Membership organisations 5 13.5 97.3 

Government 1 2.7 100 

Total 37 100 

Ownership falls under various categories. The most popular form of ownership IS pnvatc 

compan1es at 59.4%. The least popular is government With one hospital (2.7%). 

The low part1cipat1on of co-operatives is surprising given the significant panicipation m many 

other social economic actJ\ itieS. From the above table proportion of hosp1tals owned by non

profit organisations is approxtm ately 40%, a finding \\htch is close to the 44% of hospitals which 

classified themselves as non-profits. 

The findings indicate that most of the o ld hospitals are owned by social welfare organisations. ln 

contrast, the young hosp1tals are commercial entities mainly owned by individuals and pnYate 

companies. It can therefore by conc luded that the new hospitals arc mamly motivated by the 

prospect of providing service at a profit. 

4.2.4 Controlling interest 

Ownershtp affects strategy because organisations are likely to pursue the mterests of the key 

stakeholders. One of the most powerful stakeholders is the shareholder w1th a contro lling 

interest. 0 1verse ownership leads to diverse strategtc obJectives and market poslliomng. All 
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other factors bemg constant, it ts expected that the industry will manifest diverse strategic 

directions as each hospital positions itself to fulfil its mission and objectives. 

The question sought to establish distribution of ownershtp and thus whether the locus of control 

of the hospttals was local or foretgn. The results appear tn the table below. 

Table 4: Di tribution of o,~oersbip 

Ownership distribution Frequency Percent Cumulati\'e 
100% local 33 84.6 86.4 
0\'er 51% local 3 7.7 92.3 
Over 51% for eign 2 5.1 97.4 1 
100% foreign l 2.6 100% 

39 100% 

The results show that the majority of hospitals are indigenous with 92.3% of the hospitals being 

either wholly locally owned or controlled. Only one hospttal is wholly foretgn owned and 

controlled. 

The results indicate that hospitals are likely to implement strategies, which are home-grown and 

driven by prevailing local industry circumstances instead of strategy transplants from abroad. 

The local locus of control is thus likely to lead to homogenous rather than heterogeneous 

strategic activities. 

4.2.5 Financial Objectives 

Profit is a major driving force in competitive strategy. It is the fuel that dnves the rivalry among 

firms in an industry. Traditionally, many hospitals were founded as social wei fare organisations 

whose brief was to provide health care to members. Financtally, they \ .. ere only required to 

break even and any surpluses were incidental. Indeed, in return for scrvtces rendered, the 

members would underwrite capital costs and any operating budgetary shortfalls. Profit seekmg 

hospitals are a new phenomenon globally. 
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This question therefore attempted to establish the financial objccti' e and motivation of the 

re.spondcnts. 

Table 5: Financial objectives 

Financial objecth·e Frequenc) Percentage 
For profit 21 55 3 
"on p rofit 17 4~.7 

Total 38 100 

The 55.3°'o of the respondents are profit seeking. This is 6 % lower than the number," h1ch arc 

registered as ordinary commercial cnt1ties. It 1s poss1ble that some hospitals did not \\ISh to be 

seen to be profiting from illness and the suffenng of others. Further questioning revealed that 

92.3% of the hospitals are entirely dependent on patient fees. The remaining 7.7% onl} benefit 

from capital expenditure subsidies with no recurrent expenditure support. Th1s shows that even 

the non-profit hospitals are wholly consumer dependent and in thts respect, are no different from 

the profit seeking ones. 

4.2.6 Premises ownership 

Th1s question was meant to establish the ownerslup of hospital prem1scs. Hosp1tals generally 

comprise of expensive buildings, plant, equipment and infrastructure. This therefore constitutes a 

major entry barrier into the industry and should decrease nvalry m the mdustry. However, 1t ts 

also a major exit barrier whose effect IS to keep poorly performing hospitals in the industry due 

to the difficulty in selling plant and equ1pment. This should have the oppos1tc effect ofincreasmg 

nvalry. 

Table 6: Premise ownership 

Premises status Frequenc) Percent 

Owned 24 61.5 

Rented IS 38.5 

Total 39 100.0 
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The results show that 61 5°'o of the hospitals arc in O\\n premise:, ''hile the rest, 38 5"o are 

tenants. Most of the large and older hospitals arc in own premise:, while a large number of the 

)Ounger and small hospitals are renting premises. 

From the findings, it is clear that renting may be a strategy used to lower the capital n.:quircmcnt 

to set up a hospital and has thus lowered the entry hamer. The lowering of this major barrier may 

partly explain the htgh influx of new players within the last I 0 years. 

4.2.7 rHIF Registration 

\'HIF registration ts a potent entry bamer because without it, hospttals are unable to access 

lucrative corporate and insurance business. The waiting period is usually 2 years. Secondly, the 

rebate constitutes a substdy to the client's bed charges. the effect of\\htch is to lower the medical 

bill. The level of subsidy varies from hospital to hospital. Registered hospitals can therefore 

charge more for bed and still have a lower net dail) bed charge. This places the non-registered 

hospitals at a serious competitive disadvantage. Non-regtstered hospitals are therefore expected 

to come up with strategtes to reduce the tmpact of this barrier. 

Table 7: Registration nitb NHIF 

Registered witb NHIF Frequenc) Percentage 

Yes 28 71.8 

No 11 28.2 

Total 39 100.0 

The finding revealed that 71.8°/o of the respondents were registered with U1e National Hospital 

Insurance Fund. The daily rebate on bed charges was found to vary bet\\een 120 to 650 shillings. 

Further questioning revealed that most of the non-registered hospttals, charge lower bed fees that 

compensate clients for the lack of NHIF subsidy. Others agree to give a discount equivalent to 

the rebate or target self-paying chents who do not quahfy for the ~HIF substdy. 
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4.3 Analysis of Industry Forces 

Most strategic efforts are reactive rather than pro-active. Organisations arc forced to act as a 

result of changes in their competitive cn\'ironmcnt. The degree of strategic acti\ ity should 

therefore bear some correlation with the Je,·cl of turbulence in the en\ ironment Sc,ondly, the 

interactiOn between the environment and spcc1fic organisations is dynamic. As a consequence. 

the same environmental forces will have different impacts on different organisations. The extent 

of strategic efforts \\ill therefore be dependent on the level of environment turbulence, the 

1mpact on the orgamsation and the orgamsat1on's internal dynamics. 

4.3.1 Level of Competition 

The le\ el of strategic activity depends on top management's perception of the degree or level of 

competition. This question sought to ellc1t top management's perception and assessment of the 

level of competition in the industry. The results are shown in the tables belo'"· 

Table 8: Analys is of Level of Competition 

Competition Frequency Percent Cumulative percent 

Very high 11 28.2 28.9 

High 15 38.2 68.4 

Moderate 10 25.6 94.7 

Low 1 2.6 97.3 

Very low 1 2.6 100.0 

Total I 39 

From the findings. 68.41 °/o rated competition as h1gh to very high. Only 5.2% rated it as low or 

very low. 26.30/0 rated it as moderate. The industry is therefore qUJte competiti\e. Based on these 

findings, a high level of strategic activity is expected. 
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Table 9: Age \"er us competition 

Le~el of competition Total 
Age Very bi~b High Moderate Lon Ve11· low 

Young 
Count 8 9 4 - - 21 
Percentage 38.1% 42.9% 19.0% - - 100% 

~Jature 
Count - 3 - - - 3 
Percentage 100.0 - - - 100% 

Old Count 3 3 6 I 1 14 
Percentage 21.4% 21.4% 43.0% 7.1% 7.1% 100% 

Total Count I I 15 10 I 1 38 
Percentage 29.0% 39.5% 26.3% 2.6°-'o 2.6% 100% 

17 out of 21 (8 1 %) of the young hospitals rated competition as high to very high with the rest 

rating it as moderate and none rating it as low. All the mature hospitals rated competition as high 

and none as moderate or low. The old hospitals have a more \\idespread distribution. 42% rated 

competition as high to very high, 43% as moderate and 14% as low to very low. 

Table 10: Size versus Level of Competition 

Level of competition TotaJ 
Size of hospital Very high High Moderate Low Very low 

Count 5 4 3 1 - 13 
Very small 

Percentage 38.5% 30.8% 23.0% 7.7% 100% -
Count 3 6 3 - - 12 

Small 
25% 50% 25% 100% P ercentage - -

Count - 3 - - - 3 
Medium 

100% 100% Percentage - - -
Count 3 2 4 - I 10 

Large 
Percentage 30% 20% 40% 10% 100% 

Count 1 1 15 10 I 1 38 
Totals 

28.9% 39.5% 26.3% 2.6 2.6 100% Percentage 

The different classes rated competition as bjgh to very high in the following proportions: 100% 

of the medium sized hospitals, 75% of the small hospitals, 69.5% of the very small hospitals and 

50°/o of the large ones. 
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Table 11: 0" ner hip 'er u I.e' el of Competition 

Lenl of competition Total 
0\\oer hip Very hi2h lli2h Moderate Low Ver) low 

Local Count 9 15 9 1 I 35 
Percentage 25 7°~ 42.8% 25.7% 2.9% 2.9% 100% 

Foreign Count 2 - I - - 3 
Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

Totals Count II 15 10 I I 38 
Percentage 28.9% 395°'0 26.3% 2.6% 2.6% 100% 

The analysts shows that there ts no major dt fference in the level of competttton expenenced by 

local and fore1gn hospitals. 68.5% of the locally controlled and 66.7% of the foretgn controlled 

hospitals experience a high to very high level of compettlton. 27.5°/o of locally controlled and 

33.3% of forctgn controlled hospitals expenence a moderate le,el of competition. 5.8°'o of the 

locally controlled experience a low level of competition. 

The '"idcr distribution among the locally controlled hospttals is not significant and may be 

accounted for by the fact that there are more in number .. 

Table 12: Financial objective versus Lenl of Competition 

Level of Competition Total 

Financial objective Very high Higb !\loderate Lo" Very IO\\ 

For profit Count 8 13 5 26 

Percentage 30.8% 50.0% 19.2% 100% 

ot for Count 3 2 5 I I 12 

Profit Percentage 25.0% 16.7% 41.7% 8.3% 8.3% 100°/o 

Total Count II IS 10 I I 38 

Percentage 29.0% 39.5% 26.3% 2.6% 2.6% 100% 

80.8% of the for profit hospitals rate competition as htgh to very high as opposed to 41 .7% of the 

non profits. This difference in perception and assessment may be due to several reasons. There 

is lower pressure on non-profits to operate profitably. The non-profits are older and may 

therefore be more immune to compelttive pressure due to factors such as client loyalty, better 

financtal resources and stronger brand mg. 
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4.3.2 Analy of the Impact of the Industry Force 

Industry forces have different impacts among industry players depending on their market 

position and internal organisation d}1lamics. The purpose of this section is to assess the 

percei\·ed tmpact of the mdustry forces on the respondents. 

Impact of Industry Force 

In order to estabhsh the strength of the various forces, the respondents were asked to rank the 

industry forces on a scale of 1-5. The mean score and the standard deviation were then 

computed for all the respondents. The mean and standard deviation were then applied to rank the 

forces. Based on this ranktng. the forces \\ere arranged from the htghest to the lowest The 

results are tabulated below. 

Table 13: Ranking of forces 

:\ ~lioimum Maximum \1ean I Std. Deviation 

Impact of Competitors/existing hospitals 39 1.00 5.00 3.6154 1.3301 

Impact of Upcommg/Ne\\ hospitals 39 1.00 5.00 3.0769 1.3453 

Impact of Substitute products.lservtces 39 1.00 5.00 3.0513 1.3169 

Impact of Customers 39 1.00 5.00 3.5641 1. 1875 

Impact of Supphers 39 1.00 5.00 3.0769 1.3838 

Impact of Government pohcies 39 1.00 5.00 2.9487 1.468 1 

On a scale of 1 to 5, the lowest ranked force scored 2 95. This shows that all scored above the 

median 2.5. Each of the forces therefore has an above average tmpact in the mdustry. The two 

most significant forces in the industry arc competition from existing hospita ls (rivalry) with a 

score of 3.62 and bargammg power of customers with a score of 3.56. The least significant ts the 

threat ofsubstttutes with a score of3.05 and tmpact of government policies with a score of2 95 
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Impact of Competition from Exi ting Ho pitals 

Rivalry is one of the industry forces. It is the jostling for market hare amongst existing pla)ers 

in an industry. It is usually hrgh when there arc large players of equal strength. a d .... indling 

market. s low industry growth. high fixed costs and lack of differentiation among other variables. 

This question sought to establish the impact of rivalry on the rc. pondcnts 

Table 14: Impact of C ompetition from existing hospitals (Riulry) 

Frequency Percentage Cumulative percent 
Very high 10 27.0 27.0 

Righ 15 40.6 67.6 

Moderate 9 24.3 91.9 

Low 1 2.7 94.6 

Very low 2 5.4 100.0 

Total 37 100.0 

67.6% rated the impact of competition from existing hospitals as high to very high. Only 8.1% 

rated it as low to very low. This fi nding 1mplies a higher degree of nvalry in the industry. 

Possible explanations mclude the high number of recent entrants who have brought extra 

capacity and increased customer choice, the decline m effective demand due to economic 

recession plus corporate retrenchment and the resulting reduct ton in demand in this key market. 

Table 15: Age ver us impact of competition from exi tiog hospitals 

Impact of competition Total 

Age Very high Jligh Moderate Low Very low 

Count 8 7 5 20 
Young 

Percentage 40% 35% 25°1o 100% 

C ount I 2 1 4 
Mature 

Percentage 25°10 50°10 25°10 100°·'o 

I Count 1 6 3 I 2 13 
Old 

J>erccntage 7.7% 46.1°10 23.1% 7.7% 15.4% 100% 

-C ount 10 15 9 I 2 37 
Total 27.0% 40.5% 24.3% 2.7% 5 4°'o 100°/o Percentage 

The impact of rivalry is most felt by mature and young hospitals (75°'o) fo llowed by the old 

(53.8%) as shov.'ll by the pro portions who rank it as h1gh to very high. 
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Table 16: ize ver u impact of competition from existing ho.,pital (rh aln) . 

iLe of bo pi tal 
Impact of Competition Total 

Very bi~h lli~b \toderate l.on \"er~ lo" 
Ver') Count 5 4 3 - I 13 
small Percentage 38S'o 30.8% 23.0% 7.7% 100% 

mall 
Count 3 3 5 - - II 
Percentage 27.3% 27.3% 45.4% 100% 

\l ed ium 
Count 3 3 
Percentage 100% - - 100% 

Large 
Count 2 5 I I I 10 
Percentage 20.0% 50°'o 10% 10% 10% 

Totals 
Count 10 15 9 1 2 37 
Percentage 27.0% 40.5% 24.3% 2.7% 5.1% 100% 

The highest impact is experienced by the large hosp1tals with 70% rating of high to very high. 

Th1s is followed by the very small hospitals with 69.3°/o rating. In third postllon is the small 

hospitals at 54.6~o. The impact is least on the medium si:ted hospitals who rate the impact as 

moderate. A significant 20% of the large hosp1tals rate the impact as low or very lov.· compared 

to none of the medium and small hosp1tals and 7.7% of the \Cry small. 

The lower impact on the medtum sized hospitals may be due to the relatively fewer numbers 

competing for market share in thts niche. Due to the high numbers, there is hkely to be mtensc 

competition among the small and \ Cl") small hospitals. The wide distribution among the large 

hospitals may be due to the relatively heterogeneous nature of thts group. While some face 

intense competition, others may, due to the nature of thetr clientele, location, brandmg and 

financial strength be more immune to the impact of competition. 

Table 17: 0\\nersbip Versus impact of competition from existing hospitals 

Impact of competition Total 

Ownership Very bigb High Moderate Low Very lO\\ 

Local Count 9 14 8 I 2 34 

Percent 26.5% 41.2% 23.5°/o 2.9% 5.9% 100% 

Foreign Count I 1 I 3 

Percent 33.3°/o 33.3% 33.4% lOO~·o 

Total Count 10 15 9 1 2 37 

Percent 27.0% 40.5% 24.3% 2.7% 54°'o 100% 
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91.2% and 100% of local and foreign hospitals respectively rate the impact as abO\C moderate. 

The wider distributiOn an1ong the local hospitals is possibly due to the higher number of 

hospitals in this group. 

Table 18: Financial objective ,·ersus impact of existing ho pital 

Impact of competition Total 
Financial objective Very high High Moderate LO\\ Very low 

For Count 8 11 6 - - 25 
profit Percentage 32.0% 44.0% 24.0% 100°"o 
~00 Count 2 4 3 I 2 12 
profit Percentage 16.7% 33.3% 25% 8.3% 16.7% 100% 

Total Count 10 15 9 I 2 37 

Percentage 27.0% 40.6% 24.3% 2.7°1o 5.4% 100% 

The for-profits indicate a higher impact with 76% rating it as high or very high and 24% rating it 

as moderate. In contrast, only 50~o of the non-profits rank it as high or more with 25% ranking it 

as low or less. T h1s fi nding may be as a result of the lower pressure on none profits to perform 

well financiaJiy. The non profits are also generally older and may thus be less susceptible to 

malry. 

Competition from ew Or Upcoming Hospitals 

Over 50% of the hospitals are less than 10 years o ld. One \\Ould therefore expect them to have a 

significant impact o n existing industry players. 

Table 19: Impact of Competition from upcoming/New hospitals 

Impact Frequency Percentage Cumulath·e percent 

Very low 4 10.5% 10.5°o 

Low 8 21. 1% 3 1.6°1 0 

Moderate 11 28.9% 60.5°10 

High 8 21.1% 8 1.6% 

Very high 7 18.4°1o 100% 

Total 38 100% 
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Onl}' 39 so" rate the impact of competition from new hospitals as high to , ery high. A ignificant 

31.6% rate it as low to \'Cry low "bile 28.9% rank it as moderate. The impact ofnew hospital b 

therefore generally low. This finding may be explained in several \\3) . The hospitals may be 

underestimating the impact of ne\\ entrants. They may also not be aware of the existence of new 

pla}ers Thirdly, it is possible that the nC\\ entrants are small and therefore ha\'c not had much 

of an impact beyond their immedtate neighbourhood. 

Table 20: Age versus Impact of new/upcoming hospital (:''icw entrants) 

Impact of New/upcoming hospitals Total 
Age Very high High Moderate Low Vel') IO\\ 

Young Count 6 4 7 2 2 21 
Percentage 28.6% 19.0% 33.3% 9.5°10 9.5% 100% 

Mature Count 1 I I I 4 

Percentage 25% 25.0°'o 25.0°/o 25.0°-'o 100% 
Old Count 1 3 3 5 I 13 

Percentage 7.7% 23.1% 23.1% 38.5°/o 7.7% 100% 

Totals Count 7 8 II 8 4 38 

Percentage 18.4% 21.1% 28.9% 21.1% 10.5°o 100% 

The greatest impact is on the young hospitals of which 47.6°1o mte tt as high to very high. This is 

followed by the o ld hospitals with 30.8%. These findings may be because ne, .. entrants are 

likely to enter at the lower end of the market where barriers are least. 

Table 21: Size versus impact of new/upcoming hospitals 

Impact of the Upcoming Hospitals Total 

Size of hospital Very high High Moderate Low Very low 

Very Count 3 1 6 I 2 13 

small Percentage 23.0% 7.7%% 46.2% 7.7% 15.4°/o 100°1o 

Count 3 4 I 2 2 12 
Small 

25% 33.3% 8.3% 16.7% 16.7% 100% Percentage 
I 2 3 Count 

~tedium 33.3% 66.7% 100% Percentage 
10 1 3 3 3 -Count 

Large 
10% 30% 30% 30% 100% 

Percentage 
7 8 ll 8 4 38 

Count 
Total 

18.4% 21.1% 28.9°10 21.1% 10.5°10 100% 
Percentage 
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Based on the rate of high to very high the impact is greatest on the small (58 1%) follo"ed by the 

large (40%) very small 30.7% and least on the medium sized ones (0%). 0\crnll the majority 

28.9. rate the impact as moderate. 

Table 22:0wnership versu impact of 'ew/ Upcoming hospital 

Impact of Upcomin~ hospitals Total 
Onnersbip Very hi~h Hi~h Moderate Lon Vel")' ton 

Local Count 7 6 11 s 3 35 
Percenta~e 20°/o 17 1% 31.4% 22.9% 8.6% I OO~o 

Foreign Count 2 I 3 
Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

f' Count 7 8 1 1 8 4 38 
Percentage 18.4% 2 1.1 % 28.9% 21.1% 10.5% 100% 

Whereas the impact among local hospitals is well distributed, the foreign ones arc skewed 

tO\\ardS high (66. 7%). 

Table 23: Financial objectives versus impact of new entrants 

Impact of Suppliers Total 

Financial objectives Very hi~h lli~b Moderate Lon Very 10'' 

For Count 5 3 II 5 
., 26 

profit Percentage 19.2% 11 .5°/o 42.3% 19.2% 7.7% 100% 

Not for Count 2 5 1 2 1 1 1 

profit Percenta~e 18.2% 45.5% 9.0% 18.2% 9.0% 100% 

Total Count 7 8 12 7 3 37 

Percentage 18.9% 2 1.6% 32.4% 18.9% 8. 1% 100% 

There is no signi ficant difference in impact between the for profit and non profit hospitals. 
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Bargaining Poner of C u tomer 

Table 24: Impact of C ustomers 

Impact Frequencl Percenta~e Cumulati\ e percent 
Very bi~b 10 26.3 26.3 
Hi~b 10 26.3 52.6 
Moderate 14 36.8 89.4 
Lon 3 7.9 97.3% 
Yel') low 1 2.6 100% 
Total 38 100.0 

52.6% rated the impact of customers as h1gh to very high, 36.8°'o rated It as moderate and only 

lO 5% rated it as low to "ery low. 

Table 25: Age Versus impact of customers 

The 1mpact is almost inversely proportional to age. It is most felt by mature hosp1tals (61.5°'o) 

and least felt by the young hospitals ( 45.5°'o). 

Impact of customers Total 
Age Very high lli~b Moderate Low Very Jon· 

Young Count 6 4 8 3 - 21 

Percentage 28.6% 19.0% 38. 1% 14.3% 100 

Mature Count 1 1 2 4 

Percentage 25% 25°/o 50°'o 100"~ 

Old Count 3 5 4 I 13 

Percentage 23.0% 38.5% 30.8% 7.7% 100% 

Total 10 10 14 3 I 38 

26.3% 26.3% 36.8% 8.0% 2.6% 100% 
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Table 26: ize ver su s impact of custom er 

Impact of C ustomers Total 
Size Very high lli~h Moderate Low Very low 

Ver) Count 5 I 3 3 I 13 
mall Percenta~e 38.5% 7.7% 23. 1% 23.1% 7.7% 100% 

mall 
Count 2 3 7 12 - . 
Percenta~e 16.7% 25°/o 58.3% 100% 

Medium 
Count - 2 I - 3 . 
Percenta~e 66.7°~"o 33.3% 100% 

Large 
Count 3 4 3 - - 10 
Percentage 30% 40~o 30% 100% 

Totals 
Count I 10 10 14 3 I 38 
Percentage 26.3% 26.3% 36.8% 8.0% 2.6% 100% 

Impact is generally high in all classes but inversely proportional to size \s.ith 100% of the large 

and medium sized hospitals rating it as above moderate compared to 70% o f the \'cry small 

hospitals. 

Table 27: Ownership versus impact of customer s 

Impact of C ustomers Total 

Ownership Very high High Moder a te Low Vel) IOl\ 

Local Count 10 8 13 3 I 35 

Percentage 28.6% 22.9 37. 1% 8.5°~"o 2.9% 100% 

Foreign Count 2 I - - 3 

Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

Total Count 10 lO 14 3 I 38 

Percentage 26.3% 26.3% 36.8°/o 7.9% 2.7% 100% 

Impact of custome r bargaining power is greater on foreign controlled hospitals v.ith 66.7% 

ranking it as high. However, a significant 28.6% of the locally controlled hosp1tals rank the 

unpact as very high. 
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Table 28: Financial objecthe 'ersus impact of cu tomer 

Impact of Customer~ Total 
Financial objective Very high lli2h Moderate l.ow \'ery low 

For Count 6 7 1 I 2 - 26 
profit Percentage 23.1% 26.9% 42.3% 7.7% 100% 
~on Count 4 3 3 1 1 12 
profit Percentage 33.4% 25% 25°/o 8. )Oro 8.3% 100% 
Total Count 10 10 14 3 I 39 

Percentage 25.6% 25.6°/o 35.9% 7.7% 2.6% 100% 

Over 80% of both groups rate the impact as moderate to very high. The non-profits display 

higher impact. 

Impact of Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

Table 29: Impact of suppliers 

Impact Frequency Percentage Cumulathe percent 

Very high 7 18.9 t 8.9 

High 8 21.6 40.5 

Moderate 12 32.4 72.9 

Low 7 18.9 91.8 

Very Low 3 8.1 100.0 

Total 37 100 

40.5% rated the impact of the suppliers as high to very high. 27% rated the impact as low to 

very low while 32.4% rated it as moderate. This assessment may be due to several factors: 

• The supplier industry is fragmented and the hospitals therefore have ch01cc. 

• Many products have manufacturer recommended pnces thus rcducmg suppliers' bargaining 

power. 

• Many manufacturers retain the most marketing functions and are therefore able to monitor 

market responses and respond appropriately. 

• Many of the supplies have substitutes 

However, 
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• Some goods and services are o 1 ·1 bl fi n Y avaa a e rom particular suppliers thus ghing them 
bargaimng power. 

• Specialised equipment is in many instances manufactured as proprietary systems closed. 

Once purchased, hospatals cannot switch supphers for consumables and maintenance. thus 

gmng the suppliers leverage. 

Table 30: Age Versus impact of supplier 

Impact of Suppliers Total 
Age Very high Higb Moderate Low Very IO\\ 

Young Count 6 3 6 4 2 21 
Percentage 28.6% 14.3% 28.6'ro 19.0% 9.5% 100% 

:\1ature Count 1 3 4 

Percentage 25% 75°·o 100% 

Old Count - 5 3 3 1 12 

Percentage - I 41.7% 25°/o 25°/o 8.3% 100% 

Total Count 7 8 12 7 3 37 

Percentage 18.9% 21.6% 32.4% 18.9% S.2% 100% 

Based on ranking of high to very high, most of the impact is felt by the young hospitals (42.9%) 

followed by the old hospitals ( 41. 7°/o). Possible explanations are low bargaining power, which in 

young hospitals may be due to financial constraints and m o ld hospitals. may be due to the high 

level of closed specialised equipment. This ties the old hospatals to long tcnn supply contracts 

with very high switching costs. 

Table 31: Ownership Versus impact of suppliers 

Impact of Suppliers Total 

Ownership Very high High Moderate Low Vel") IO\\ 

Local Count 7 6 II 7 3 34 

Percentage 20.6% 17.6% 32.4% 20.7% 8.8% 100% 

Foreign Count 2 1 - - 3 

Percentage 66.7°/o 33 .. 3°o 100% 

Total Count 7 8 12 7 3 37 

Percentage 18.9% 21.6% 32.4°/o 18.9% 8.2% 100% 
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The impact is ''ell distributed among th 1 1 h · -e oca ospllals. 66. t% of foreign controlled hospitals 
rank it as high compared to only 38.2% of the local ones. Th · c Impact is most felt by foreign 
hospitals. 

Table 32: Size ver sus impact of supplier 

ize of hospita l 
Impact of Suppliers Total 

Very high High Moderate Lol' Very IO\\ 

\ 'er) Coun t 6 1 3 I 2 13 
small Percen tage 46.1% 7.7% 23. 1% 7.7% 15.4% 100% 

Small 
Count 1 3 4 3 I 12 
Percentage 8.3% 25% 33.4% 25°10 8.3% 

Medium 
Count 2 1 3 
Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

Large 
Count 4 3 2 9 

Percen t.age 44.4% 33.3% 22.3% 

Total 
Count 7 8 12 7 3 37 

Percentage 18.9°1 0 21.6% 32.4% 18.9% 8.2% 100% 

A ranking of above moderate impacts for all classes is 60-70%. Slle does not seem to offer any 

advantage probably because each class has to deal with the same group of supphcrs with most 

supphcs being offered at recommended pnces. The second poss1b1hty 1s that each class will deal 

with suppliers of its own size thus maintammg the same level of bargaining pO\\Cr. 

Table 33: Financia l Objectives versu s suppliers 

Imp act of Suppliers Total 

Financial objective Very high High Moderate Low Very low 

For Coun t 5 3 11 5 2 26 

profit Percen tage 19.2% 11.5% 42.3% 19.2°1o 7.7% 100% 

Non Count 2 5 I 2 1 II 

profit Percentage 18.2% 45.4% 9. 1% 18.2% 9.1% 100% 

Total Count 7 8 12 7 3 37 

Percen tage 18.4% 21.1% 3 1.6% 18.4% 7.7% 100% 

Over 60% rank the impact as moderate to high in both groups. However, only 29.6% of the for

profits rank it as high or very bjgh compared to 58.3% of the non-profits. Possible explanations 
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are greater 3\\areness of supplier power, higher proportion of proprietary equipment and possible 

'ested interests in the supply chain. 

Competition from Sub titutes 

Table 34: lmpact of Sub titute product and sen ice 

Frequency Percentage Cumulati"e percent 

Vel") high 6 15.8 15.8 
High 9 23.7 39.5 
~loderate 11 28.9 684 
Low 8 2 1 I 89.5 

Vel") low 4 10.5 100 

Total 38 100.0 

The tmpact is generally ranked as low. 39.5°/o rate the impact of substitute products and services 

as tugh to very high. 3 1.6% rate it as low to \'ery low with 28.9% rating it as moderate. 

The comparative lower assessment may be as a result of the 

• Lower v isibility of substitutes. 

• Poor apprecia tion of the impact of substi tutes. 39.5% o f respondents indicated that they were 

not ware of any substitutes to thetr servtces. 

Table 35: Age Versus impact of competition from substitute 

Impact of Substitute product/services Total 

Age Very high High Moderate Low Very low 

Young Count 4 3 8 4 2 21 

Percentage 19.1% 14.3% 38. 1% 19. 1% 9 4% 100% 

Mature Count 1 I 2 4 

I Percentage 25% 25°10 50°1o 100% 

Old Coun t 2 5 3 3 - 13 

Percentage 15.3% 38.5% 23. 1% 23. 1 100% 

Total Count 6 9 11 8 4 38 

Percentage 15.8°10 23.7% 28.9% 2 1.1 % I 0 5°/o 100% 
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Matwe hospitals indicate the lowest impact with 75". rating it as low to , cry IO\\ \\ hilc the 

whole of this group rates it as moderate or below. The old hospitals ha\c the highest impact with 

53 8% ratmg it as high or above. This may be due to greater awurene s of substitutes, greater 

competition from pri\'ate chmcs and other medical facilities. For example, some of the 

altemati\'e providers arc tenants within the hospital premises. 

Table 36: Size ver u Impact of competition from substitute 

Impact of Substitute producu/services Total 
Size of hospita l Very high High Moderate L O\\ Vel") IO\\ 

Vel') Coun t 4 2 4 2 I 13 
mall Percentage 30.8% 15.4% 30.8% 15.4% 7.6% 100°10 

Count l 2 4 3 ') 12 Small 
8.3% 16.7% 33.3% 25°10 16.7% 100% Percentage 

Count - - I I I 3 
Medium 

33.3°{, 33.3% 33.4% 100% Percentage 
Count I 5 2 2 - 10 

Large 
Percentage 10% 50°1o 20% 20% 100% 

Count 6 9 11 8 4 38 
Totals 

15.8% 23.7% 28.9% 2 1.1 % 10.5% 100% Percentage 

Medium sized hospi tals indicate the lowest impact with 66.7% rating it as low to very low. The 

whole group rates It as moderate or be low. The large hospttals have the h1ghcst 1mpact with 60% 

rating it as high o r abo\c. 

Table 37: Ownership versus impact of substitutes 

Impact of Substitute p roducts/services Total 

Ownership Very high High Moderate Low Vel") low 

Count 6 8 9 8 4 35 LocaJ 
Percentage 17.1% 22.9% 25.1°1o 22.9% 11 .4% 100°/o 

1 2 - - 3 Foreign Count 
33.3% 66.7% 100°'o Percentage 

6 9 11 8 4 38 
Count 

15.8°/o 23.7~o 28.9% 21.1% 10 5°10 100% 
Percen tage 
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The 3 foreign hospitals rank the impact as moderate or abO\ e \\ith 33.3% ranking it as high. In 

comparison, 65.7% of locals rank it as moderate or high \\.ilh 34.3% ranking it as Jo, .. . Possible 

explanatlons are lower lc\'el of substitute awareness among local hospitals and the greater 

heterogeneity of the local group ofhospitals. 

Table 38: Financial objecth·es versus impact of substitute 

Impact of Substitute Total 
Financial objective Very high High Moderate Low Very low 

For Count 3 5 9 6 3 26 
profit Percentage l l.5°'o 19.2C}o 34 .6% 23.2% 11.5% 100% 

~00 Count 3 4 2 2 I 12 
profit Percentage 25.0% 33.3% 16.7% 16.7% 8.3% 100% 

Total Count 6 9 I I 8 4 38 

Percentage 15.8% 23.7% 28.9% 21.1% 10.5% 100% 

The impact is evenly distributed among the for-profits wtth approximately 30% in each category 

m contrast to the more skewed distribution among non-profits. The non-profits may have a wide 

distribution in tenns ofstze and age thus leading to the \\tder disparity of responses. 

Government Policy 

Government policy affects a ll the industry forces and my augment or lessen competition. For 

example the enactment of the b ill legalising parallel importation of essential medicines has led to 

a tremendous decrease in affected med icine prices. 

Table 39: Impact of Government Policies 

Frequency Percentage Cumulathe percent 

Very high 8 2 1.6 2 1.6 

High 6 16.2 37.8 

:\toderate 9 24 .3 62. 1 

Low 10 27.0 89. 1 

Very low 4 10.8 100.0 

Total 37 100.0 
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The impact of government is well distributed amongst the respondents. 3i. %rated the impact 

as high to very high. Another 37.8% rated it as low to very lo'' · 24.3% rated it as moderntc. 

Table 40: Age versus impact of government policy 

Impact of Go,·ernment policies Total 
Very high I lligh Moderate LO\\ Very lo'' 

Young Count 6 4 6 3 2 21 
Percentage 28.6% 19.1% 286% 14 3°/o 9.4% 100% 

~Jature Count 1 I 2 4 
Percentage 25.0% 25 0°-'o 50.0% 100% 

Old Count 1 2 2 5 2 12 
Percentage 8.3% 16.7% 16.7% 41.7% 16.7%, 100% 

Total Count 8 6 9 10 4 37 
Percentage 21.6% 16.3% 24 3% 27.0% 10.8% 100% 

Impact is proportional to age with 45.5°/o of the young hospitals rating tt as high to very high in 

comparison to 25% and 23% respecllvcly for the mature and old hospitals respectively. This may 

be explained by greater government policing of this group and more recent interaction with 

statutory bodies in the course of registration and acquisition ofhospttal licences. 

Table 41: Size versus Impact of government policy 

Impact of Government policies Total 

Size of hospital Very high 1 High Moderate Low Vef) IO\\ 

Very Count 5 3 2 I 2 13 

small Percentage 38.5% 23.1% 15.4% 7.6% 15.4% 100% 

Count 2 1 5 2 2 12 
Small 

16.7% 8.3% 41.7~o 16.7% 16.7% I 00~/o Percentage 
Count I 1 I I 3 

Medium 
33.3°-'o 33.3°/o 33.4°'0 100% Percentage 

Count - 1 2 6 - 9 
Large 

Percentage - 11.1% 22.2% 66.7% IOQ0/0 

Count 8 6 9 10 4 37 
Totals 

2 1.6% 16.3% 24.3°/o 27.0% 10.8% 100% 
Percentage 

The large hospitals report very low impact with only 11 .1% rating it as lugh or above and a total 

of33.3% ranking it as above moderate. The above moderate range ts 60-70% for the rest. 
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From the fmdmgs, It can be concluded th t 1 · · a arge stze therefore protects hospitals from the impact 

of government pohctes . It ts possible that these hosp.ttals ha lh d · \ c e re ources an connecuons to 

bargain '' ith government or that government adopts a hands off I' t rd h Th po tcy 0\\3 s t em. cy arc 

also like!) to be o lder and thus arc unaware of the bureaucracy imohed in setting up a hospital 

or dealing with go\ emment. Sclf- rcgulatton and higher standard:. may also reduce the need for 

government intervention. 

Table 42: Owner ship \ersus government policy 

Impact of G overnment policie~ T otal 
Ownership Very high High .Moderate Low Very low 

Local Count 7 6 8 9 4 34 

Percentage 20.6% 17.6% 23.5% 26.5% 1 11 .8°/o 100% 

Foreign Count 1 - I I 3 

Percentage 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% I OO~o 

Total Count 8 6 9 10 4 37 

Percentage 21.6% 16.3°/o 24.3% 27.0% 10.8% 100% 

Both classes are well represented in all categories. Simtlar proportions in both groups rank the 

impact as high o r above and also as low to very low. The findings indicate that no group is 

favoured by government policy. 

Table 43: Fina n cial objective versus impact of government policies 

Impact of Gove rnment Total 

Financial objective Very high High Moder ate Low Vel) low 

For Coun t 

I 
6 5 8 4 3 26 

profit Percentage 23.2% 19.2% 30.8% 15.4% 11 .5% 100% 

on Count 2 1 I 6 I II 

profit Percen tage 18.2% 9.1% 9 .1% 54 6% 9. 1% 100% 

Total 8 6 9 10 4 37 

2 1.6% 16.3% 24 .3% 27.0% 10.8% 100% 

There is a significant difference m impact. 66.7% of non profits rate it as low to very low while 

73.2% of for profits rank it as moderate to very high. Posstble explanations include the fact that 

government sees non pro fi ts as an extension of own services and gives them certam concessions 
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such as tax breaks and for some, stafT on sccondmcm. They may also be less supcn iscd due to 

being better established, more service quality oriented with laid down self regulation guidelines. 

4.4 Strategic Choices Adopted by Hospitals 

To determine the strategic choices made by hospitals, the respondents were gi\'cn choices 

clustered mto the common aspects of each of the broad strate!:,~C options. The two models 

applied are Ansotrs product market cxpanston grid and Michael Porter's generic strategic 

choices. These choices are market penetration. market development, product development, 

di\ersification, cost leadership and focus. 

The choices were scored and any score over 50°/o was taken as positive response. Hospitals\\ ith 

a score over 50% were considered to be pursuing the parttcular strategic altcmative. 

There are many factors that affect s trategic choice among them ownership, fi nancial goals, 

organisation size, age, culture, structure. management practtces etc. For the purpose of the study, 

four key hospital characteristics were tdentified and compared to the strategic choices to 

establish their relationship to the strategic choices adopted . 

4.4.1 Ranking of Strategic Choices 

Table 44: Ranking of Strategic Choices 

Strate~ic Choices Frequency Percentage 

Cost Leadership 22 56.4 

New product development 17 43.6 

Market penetration II 28.2 

Market development 11 28.2 

Focus 7 18.4 

Diversification 3 7.7 

The able shows the strategic alternatives adopted by the respondents. Cost leadership is the most 

popular with a score of 56.5% and diversification the least popular with a score of 7.7%. 
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4A.2 naJ) i of the Strategic Choice 

Market penetration 

Table 45: Anal}sis of Hospitals Practi ing Market Penetration 

Frequency Percentage 
i\o 28 71.8 
Yes 11 28.2 
Total 100.0 

The majority of hospitals (7 1.8%) do not pursue a market penetration strategy. A significant 

mmority of28.2% do. 

Table 46: Age versus Market Penetration 

Market Penetration Total 
Age No Yes 

Young Count 17 5 22 

Percentage 77.3% 22.7% 100% 

Mature Count 3 I I 4 

Percentage 75°/o 25% 100% 

Old Count 8 5 13 

Percentage I 61.5% 38.5% 100°/o 

Total Count 28 II 39 

Percentage 7 1.8% 28.2% 100% 

Market penetration is more popular among the old hospitals with 38.5°/o as opposed to 22-25°·o 

for the rest. These hospitals may have greater resources for strategy implementation. They may 

also be seeking to maintain and protect market share agamst the onslaught of new competitors. 

,\farket penetration may also assist them to achieve economies of scale and scope. 
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Table 47: Onoersbip ver u Market Penetration 

Market P~netratioo Total 
Onnersbip No Yes 

Local Count 28 8 36 
Percentage 77.8% 22.2°'o 100% 

foreign Count 3 3 
Percentage 100% 100% 

Total Count 28 II 39 
Percentage 71.8% 28.2% 100% 

All the foreign hospitals practice market penetration as opposed to only 22.2% of the locally 

O\\ned ones, which are the majority. The 71.8% that do not practtce market penctmtion comprise 

of the locally owned hospitals. This may be explamed by the smaller sizes, relatively younger 

age, lack of managerial skills and financial resources in many local hospitals. Being small, the 

hospitals may also only be targeted at niche markets in thctr neighbourhoods. 

Table 48: Size versus Market Penetration 

Market Penetration Total 

Size No Yes 

Very Count 10 2 12 

small I Percentage 83.3°'o 16.70/i, 100% 

Small 
Count 12 2 14 

Percentage 85.7% 14.3% I 00°'o 

Count I 1 2 3 
Medium 

I 33.3°'o 66.7% 100% Percentage 

Count 5 4 9 
Large 

Percentage 55.6°'o 44.4% 100% 

Count 28 10 38 
Totals 

73.7% 26.3% 100% Percentage 

Of the 26.3% that practice market penetration, 10.5% comprise of the large hospitals. Two 

thirds of the medium siled hospitals practtcc market penetration compared to only a third of the 

total hospital population. This may be due to several factors. The medium sized hospitals may be 

most vulnerab le to competitive pressure. They face compettlton from both the smaller hospttals, 
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which may have lower charges and the 1 - • h · · • arger ones \\It better bnmd rccogmtton. They ha\'e 

higher capacity to utilize but may not ha\'e the brand recognition and larger markets of the large 

hospitals. 

In general, there is a relationship between hospital size and market penetration as a strategy. The 

medium and large hospitals tend to use this strategy more as opposed to the small and \cry small 

hospitals, which do not. 

Table 49: Financial Objectives versus Market Penetration 

I 

Market Penetration Total 
Financial objectives No Yes 

For Count 15 6 21 
profit Perceota~e 71.4% 28.6% 100% 

on Count 12 5 17 
profit Percenta~e 70.6% 29.4% 

Total Count 27 11 38 
Percenta~e 7 1.1 % 28.9% 100% 

There seems lo bt: no relationship between financial objectives and a market penetration strategy. 

This may be explamed by the fact that 92.3% of the hospitals are entirely dependent on the fees 

paid by their customers and will therefore be equally aggressi\'e in protectmg market share. 

New product development 

Table 50: Analysis of Hospitals practising Product Development 

Frequency Percenta~e 

:'10 22 56.4 

Yes 17 43.6 

Total 39 100% 

New product/serv1ce development is the second most popular strategy. It is practised by 43.6% 

of the respondents. Thts strategy may be demand elm en as customers increasmgly looking for 

the convenience of one stop medical facilit1es. 
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Table 51: Age ver u Product Development 

Product DeHiopment Total 
Age No Yes 

\ouog Count 15 7 22 
Percentage 68.2~o 31.8% 100% 

Mature Count I 3 4 
Percentage 25% 75°/o 100% 

Old Count 6 7 13 
Percentage 46.2°/o 53.8% 100% 

Total Count 22 17 39 
Percentage 56.4% 43.6% 100% 

The most active practitioners are mature hospitals w1th 75°'o of the hosp1tals practising product 

development. This is followed by the old hospitals of which 53.8% of the hospitals pract1cc 

product development. In contrast, less than half of the young hospitals use this strategy. 

These findings may be explained by several factors; The young hospitals may lack the resources 

for new product development with most of their efforts going towards nurturing existing services 

and surviving. The mature hospitals are at a stage where pursuing economics of scope and 

broadening their sef\.ice proposition IS important. On the other hand, the old hospitals may have 

developed many of the basic services and may therefore not be under mtense pressure to increase 

the1r scope of services. 

Table 52: Ownership versus Product Development 

Product Development Total 

Owner hip No Yes 

Local Count 20 16 36 

Percentage 55.6% 44.4% 100% 

Foreign Count 2 I 3 

Percentage 66.7°/o 33.7% 100% 

Total Count 22 17 39 

I Percentage 56.4% 43.6% 100% 
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The local hospitals arc more active practitioners of product dc\elopment. A possible explanation 

is that the local hospitals have a higher proportion of the mature ho pitals, 75% of which ha'c 

been observed to be expanding their scope of services. 

ew Product DeHiopment 

Product Development Total 
Size No Yes 

Very Count 9 3 12 
small Percentage 75°'o 25% 100% 

mall 
Count 9 5 14 
Percentage 64.3% 35.7% 100% 

Medium 
Count 3 3 
Percentage 100% 100% 

Large 
Count 3 6 9 

Percentage 33.3% 66.7% 100% 

Totals 
Count 21 17 38 

Percentage 55.3% 44.7% 100% 

In general, the analysis shows an inverse relationship ben. .. ·ecn size and product development as a 

strategy. However, the leading practitioners are the medium sited hospitals (I 00%) followed by 

the large, small and very small hospitals respectively. These lindmgs may be explained by: 

availability of resources, differential 1mpact of competitiVe pressures, and the pursuit of 

economies of scope. 

Table 54: Financial Objectives versus Product Development 

Product Development Total 

Financial Objective No Yes 

For Count 13 8 21 

profit Percentage 61.9% 38. 1 100% 

on Count 8 9 17 

profit Percentage 47. 1 °/o 52.9% 100% 

Total Count 21 17 38 

Percentage 55.3% 44.7% 100% 
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52 9% of the non-profit seeking hos ita I P s as opposed to 38.1% of the non-profits usc a product 

de,clopment strategy This may b I·· 
· e cxp amcd by the fact that these hospitals arc better 

represented m the medium and large h · 1 · • 
osplla s. A h1gher proportion of these hospitals has been 

ob·m:ed to be practising product de\elopment as a strategic choice. 

ew market development 

Table 55: New market de\'elopment practice 

Frequency Percentage 
:'\o 28 71.8 
\es 11 28.2 
Total 39 100.0 

Th1s is the third most popular strategic opt1on. Practiced by 28.2% of the respondents. 

Table 56: Age ver us market development 

Market Development Total 
Age No Yes 

Young Count 19 3 22 

Percentage 86.4% 13.6% 100% 

~1ature Count 2 2 4 

Percenta~e 50% 50°-'o 100% 

Old Count 7 6 13 

Percentage 53.8°/o 46.2% 1 I OO<}o 

Total Count 28 11 39 

Percenta~e 71.8% 28.2% 100~o 

\1ost popular among the mature hospitals with 53.8°'o follO\\Cd by the old hospitals with a 50°/o 

application rate. It is least popular with young hospitals with a 15% utilisation rate. 

The mature hospitals may have opted to seck growth through nc\\ markets mstead of augmenting 

capacity. The old hospitals may already have high capacity at existing sites and may thus prefer 

other strateg1es such as market penetration, which is htghest an1ong them in order to utilise this 

capacity. The young hospitals may be constrained by lack of resources and may be focused on 

survival rather than growth. 
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Table 57: Ownership 'ersus product development 

On·nersbip 
Market Oe\'elopmcnt Total 

No Yc~ 
Local Count 26 10 36 

Percentage 72.2% 27.8% 100% 
Foreign Count 2 I 3 

Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 
Total Count 28 II 39 

Percentage 71.8% 28.2°/o 100% 

0\mership does not seem to have any substantial impact of market development although it is 

marginally higher among the local hosp1tals. The practtce levels for local and foreign hospitals 

are 38% and 33% respectively. 

Table 58: Size versus market development 

Market DeHiopmeot Total 

Size of hospital No Yes 

Very Count 1 1 2 13 

small Percentage 84.6°'o 15.4°'o 100% 

Small 
Count 10 3 13 

Percentage 76.9% 23.1% 100% 

:\tedium 
Count I 2 3 

Percentage 3.3% 66.7% 100% 

Large 
Count 6 4 10 

Percentage 60°/o 40°/o 100% 

Totals 
Count 28 I I 

Percentage 71.8% 28.2% 100% 

\tost popular w ith medium sized hospitals with 66.7% utilisation followed by large ones at40°/o. 

It is least popu Jar '" ith the very small hosp1tals at 15 J%. The medium s1zed hospitals may see 

this as the best alternative for gaining market share wi thout expanding capacity m one Jocat1on. 

The large hospitals have to contend with ex1sting large capacity at existmg facility and therefore 

pursue th1s alternative less aggressively. 
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Table 59: Financial Objectives versus market d e,·etopment 

Market De, ·etopment Total 
financial Objecti\ e No Yes 

for Count 19 8 27 
profit Percentage 70.4% 29.6% 100% 
!\on Count 9 3 12 
profit Percentage 75°/o 25°/o 100% 
Total Count 28 11 39 

Percentage 71.8% 28.2°/o 100% 

18.4 % more popular with for profits than non profits. This may be due to the greater pressure on 

for profits to achieve a good return on investment. 

Diversification 

Table 60: Hospitals that practice diversification 

Frequency Percentage 

l"o 36 92.3 

Yes 3 7.7 

Total 39 

Only 7.7°/o ofthe respondents practice diversification. This may be due to the htgh cost of setting 

up new facilities, the lack of managerial sktlls to manage dtversificatton or limttcd diversification 

opportunities. It may also be due to stakeholder viston and aspirations. 

Table 61: Age versus Diversification 

Practice diversification Total 

Age No Yes 

Young Count 21 1 22 

Pe rcentage 95.5% 4.5% 100% 

~tatu re Count 4 - 4 

Pe rcentage 100% - 100% 

Old Count I 1 2 13 

Percentage 84 .6% 15.4% 100% 

Total Count 36 3 39 

Pe rcentage 92.3% 7.7% 100% 
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15.4° o of old hospi tats practice divers· fi 
I 1catton compared to none of the mature hospitals and 

~ 5 of the young ones. The old hospital · b 1 • 
s rna} e ookmg at new \\3}'S to enhance their market 

position. They may also have better resource base"' r.0 r d ' · fi · 
" •• 1\'CTSJ JCatJon. 

Table 62: Ownership Versus diversification 

Practice Diversification Total 
Ownership No Yes 

Local Count 34 2 36 
Percenta2e I 94 .4<}o 5.6% 100% 

Foreign Count 2 1 3 
Percentage 66.7% 33.3°10 100% 

Total Count 36 3 39 

Percentage 92.3% 7.7% 100% 

Diversification is more popular with foreign hospitals with 33.3% utilisation compared to 5.6°1o 

utilisation among local hospitals. The foreign hosp1tals may have the ad~antagc of better 

resources to implement a diversification strategy. 

Table 63: Size versus diversification 

Practice Diversification Total 

Size of hospital No Yes 

Very Count 12 - 12 

small Percenta2e 100% - 100% 

Small Count 14 - 14 

Percenta2e 100°10 - 100% 

Medium Count 2 1 3 

Percenta2e 66.7% 33.3% 100°/o 

Large 
Count 8 1 9 

Percentage 88.9°10 11.1% 100% 

Count 36 2 38 
Totals 

I 94 .7% 5.3% 100% 
Percentage 

Most popular with the medium si7ed hospitals (33%) o f which practice diversification compared 

to 11% of the o ld ones. The small and very small hospitals do not practice diversification. This 

finding may be due to the small number of medium sized hospitals. It may also be due to the stiff 

competition these hospitals face from the smaller and larger hospitals. 
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Table 64: Financial Objecti\'e ver us di\'cr ification 

Practice Diversification Total 
Financial Objectives No Yes 

For Count 25 2 17 
profit Percentage 92.6% 7.4% 100% 
~on Count 11 1 11 
profit Percentage 91.7% 8.3% 100% 
Total Count 36 3 39 

Percentage 92.3% 7.7% 100% 

9 5°/o of the for- profits practice diverstfication as opposed to 5.9% of the non-profits. This is 

expected given the pressure on the for profits to operate profitably. 

Cost Leadership 

A cost leadership strategy is the most defensible of all strategic ch01ces and the basis and 

foundation for other strategic choices. 

Table 65: Analysis of cost leadership strategy 

Frequency Percentage 

I No 17 43.6 

Yes 22 56.4 

Total 39 100 

Thts is the most popular strategy. Of the 39 respondents, 22 or 56 4 were found to be pursuing a 

cost leadership strategy. Cost leadership is a very effectt"e and defensl\ e strategy. The fact that 

tt is the most popular may be due to high levels ofineffictency in industry, declining margms and 

htgh level of rivalry. 
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Cost Leadership Total 
Age No Yes 

\ oung Count 1 1 11 22 
Percenta~e 50°o 50°/o 100% 

Mature Count 1 3 4 
Percenta~e 25°o 75°/o 100% 

Old Count 5 8 13 
Percenta~e 38.6°/o 61.5°/o 100% 

Total Count 17 22 39 
Percenta~e II 43.6% 56.4% 100% 

The mature hospitals were found to be the most active (75%) practitioners of this strategy 

followed by the o ld hospitals (61.5%). However, e\.en among the young hospitals. which arc the 

least active, 50% pursue a cost leadership strategy. 

The mature hospitals may be more vulnerable to price competition because they lack the brand 

recognition and customer loyalty of the older ones. The young hospttals tend to be smaller with 

fewer opportunities for reducing costs and probably without the managerial and other resources 

required for the exercise. Large hospitals may be better protected from price competllton by 

brand recognition and loyalty. 

Table 67: Ownership Hrsus Cost Leadership 

Cost Leadership Total 

Ownership No Yes 

Local Count 17 19 36 

Percenta~e 47.2°/o 52.8% 100% 

Foreign Count - 3 3 

Percenta~c - 100°/o 100% 

Total Count 17 22 

Perceota~e 43.6% 56.4% 100% 

All foreign controlled respondents pursue cost leadershtp This may be explained by their lower 

numbers and therefore greater homogeneity of strategtc chotce. It may also be due to better 
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access to financial, managerial and other resources required for strategy selection and 

unplementation. 

Table 68: ize versus Cost Leadership 

Cost Leadership Total 
Size of hospital No Yes 

Yef") Count 7 5 12 
small Percentage 58.3% 41.7% 100% 

SmaJJ 
Count 8 6 14 
Percentage 57.1% 42.9% 100% 

Medium 
Count - 3 3 
Percentage - 100% 100% 

Large 
Count 2 7 9 
Percentage I 22.2°ro 77.8% 100% 

Totals 
Count 17 2 1 38 

Percentage 44.7% 55.3% 100% 

100% of the medium Stled respondents pursue cost leadership followed by the large hospttals 

77.8%. The small and very small hospttals have no sigmficant difference. This may be as a 

result of lack of resources, less competiti ve pressure tn mche markets, an existing lm\ cost 

strategy and lack of a growth oriented vision. 

Table 69: Financial Objectives versus Cost Leadership 

Cost Leadership Total 

Financial Objective No Yes 

For Count 12 15 27 

Profit Percentage 44.4% 55.6% 100% 

Non Count 5 7 12 

Profit Percentage 41.7% 58.3% 100% 

Totals Count 17 22 39 

Percentage 43.6°'o 56.4% 100% 

No material difference observed between for profits and non-profits. 
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Focu trategy 

Table 70: Analysis of the hospitals that practice Focus trateg) 

Frequency Percentage 
l\o 8 205 
\es 3 1 79.5 
Total I 39 100.0 

Only 20.5°/o of the respondents practice a focus strategy while the majority. 79 5o 0 do not. 

Table 71: Age versus Focus Strategy 

Practice Focus Strategy Total 
Age No Yes 

Young Count 16 6 22 

Percentage 72.7% 27.3% 100% 

Mature Count 3 1 4 

Percentage I 75°'o 25°/o tOO% 

Old Count t2 I 13 

Percentage 92.3°/o 7.7% tOO% 

fotal Count 31 8 39 

Percentage 79.5% 20.5% 100% 

The analysis shows that the old hospitals are the least active practitioners at 7.6°/o compared to 

20.5% of all respondents. The young and mature hospitals show a proportion of 27~o and 25°/o 

respectively. 

The broad differentiation strategy practised by the older hospitals may be explamed by the 

customer demands for a broad range of sen.ices, the cost and other tmplications of divestmg 

from certain acti\ ities. economies of scope and the competitive advantages arising out 

differentiation. 

The young hospitals may on the other hand be attempting to concentrate their limited resources 

on a few services, which they can then provtde competitively. 
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Table 72: O"nersbip versus Focus Strateg) 

Ownership 
Focus Strategy Total 

No Yes 
Local Count 29 7 36 

Percentage 80.6°/o 19.4% 100% 
Foreign Count 2 I 3 

Percentage 66.7°r0 33.3% 100% 
Total Count 3 1 8 39 

Percentage 79.5% 20.5% 100% 

The analysis shows that 33 3°/o of th fi · · e oretgn controlled respondents pursue a focus strategy as 

opposed to 19.4% of the local ones. Posstble explanattons include the low number of foreign 

ow1led respondents, importation of s trategies applied in other markets and better managerial 

skills. 

Table 73: Size versus Focus Strategy 

Focus Strategy Total 

Size of hospital No Yes 

Very Count 8 4 12 

small Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

Small Count 1 1 3 14 

Percentage 78.6% 21.4% 100% 

Medium Count 3 - 3 

Percentage 100% - 100% 

Large 
Count 8 l 9 

Percentage 88.9% 11.1% 100% 

Totals Count 30 8 38 

Percentage 78.9% 21.1% 100% 

Focus is most popular among the sma ll hospitals with 21.4% utilisation. It is least popular among 

the medium sized hospitals with zero utilisation. The large and very small hospitals have almost 

the same level of utility at approximately I 0%. 

These fmdings may be the result of several possibilities. The very small hospitals may be 

providmg a very limited range of services and thus have no need to take measures geared 
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lO\\ards focus. The small hospitals may find it necessary to focu in order to compete more 

effectively. The medium sized hospitals have been found to be aggrcssi,cly pursuing product 

and market development strategies, which preclude focus. S(."condly, to compete effccth ely with 

large hospitals a wider repertoire of services is essential. The large hospitals may be enjoying 

economies of scope or may find 1l too expcns1ve to outsourcc sc~icc . Cu tomer demand for a 

broad range of services also makes focus an unattractive strategy. 

Table 74: Financial objectives Hrsus focus 

Focus Strategy Total 
Financial Objective No Yes 

For Count 19 2 21 
profit Percentage 90.5% 9.5% 100% 

!Non Count 12 5 17 
Profit Percentage 70.6% 29.4% 100% 

Total Count 31 7 38 
Percentage 81.6% 18.4% 100% 

This strategy is more popular with the non profits with utilisation of 29.4% compared with 9 so o 

for the for profits. The non profits may be serving specific market segments and may thus find 

focus attractive. The drive for growth may also not be as high as the non profits. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CO 'CLUSIONS A D RECOMME1 DATIO 

5.1 Conclusions 

llus study had a number of obiecti\ 0 . 
J es. ne \\as to tdenta fy the strategic options adopted or 

prc~ctised by private hospitals in Nairobi. The second was to identify the dominant industrv 

forces, which influence the strategies formulated and selected by the hospitals. In order t~ 

conduct a comprehensive analysis the st d · d · · · · 
, u Y cxamme vanous key mdustry charactcnsllcs, 

\\htcb are known to affect strategic choice. The characteristics examined include age. locus of 

control, financial objectives, form of ownershtp, and corporate structure. 

5.1.1 Industry Characteristics 

The study established that the hospital industr) is heterogeneous with several characteristics 

distinguishing the industry players. 

Age 

The majority of the hospitals (22 or 56. 7%) of hospitals were found to be less than I 0 years old. 

New entrants usually bring with them addttional capacity, desire for market share and new 

resources. This in tum increases rivalry as competitors take both offensive and defensive mo\·es 

to protect and bui ld market share. The high degree of entry would indicate unproved mdustry 

attractiveness and unmet demand. Thts additional demand for pnvate health care provtders ts 

likely to have been triggered by the government's abihty to meet the demand of a growing 

population. Another possibility is that with declining purchasing power, the existing hospitals 

were beyond the fi nancial ability of many customers thereby creating a niche for new lower cost 

providers. This is further buttressed by the fact that many of the new entrants arc small, profit 

seekmg enterprises. 
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Very few hospitals (4 or 10.3%) entered the . , . 
. . market the 1980 s. llus may be attributed to the fact 

!hat at th1s tune government was still able to .·d 
pro~ • e a reasonable level of service. fhe old 

hospitals comprise 33.3% of the population Detailed 1 • h 
· ana ys1s s O\\ that many \\ere founded as 

communi ty and mission hospitals primaril · · d . · · . 
} :ume at prov1d1ng health care to particular groups 

ize 

The majority of the respondents (66.7%) were found to be small businesses. This may be 

explained by the fact that the majority of the hospitals are young, the high cost of capital. lack of 

venture capital finance and ownership structure that precludes the possibility of broader equity 

participation. 

Ownership 

Individuals and private companies own most of the hospitals (22 or 594%) in equal proportions. 

These hospitals may lack the resources to expand particularly in a market where the cost of 

capital 1s very high. The industry may therefore remain fragmented into the foreseeable future. 

The overwhelming majonty 97.4% of the hospitals are locally owned or controlled. 

Financial objectives 

The majority of hospitals were found to be profit seeking. This is unlike the American \1arket 

where 82% of hospitals are not fo r profit. It is also unlike the developed countries where 

hospitals operate mainly as taxpayer funded governmental or quas1 government organisations. 

However, globally, there is a new trend towards privatisation of hitherto public owned and 

operated services such as health care, mass transport and even penal institutions. 

This significant difference may be accounted for in se,eral ways; Governments and not for profit 

hospitals cannot cope with demand, giving rise to entrepreneurs willmg to take the investment 
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risk in return for the chance of earning a profit. Kenya may also lack the kind of charitable 

infrastructure required to finance nev.· hospitaJs h t us lea\'ing demand to be met by private 

indl\ idual and companies. 

5.1.2 Competitive Environment and Dominant Indu try forces 

The research established that a high degree of competition exi')ts in the industry. 0\cr 6 %of 

the respondents classified it as high or very high. Another 25.6% of the respondents classified 

the level of competition as moderate. Overall, 94.7% perceive the level of compctat1on as 

average or above. 

The impact of the industry competitive forces is high. The major competitive forces arc rivalry 

and the bargaining power customers. On a scale of 1-5, these two forces had a score of 3.61 and 

3.56 respectively. These findings are supported by the several factors; Over 55°'o of the players 

have entered the industry within the last l 0 years bringing with them extra capac1ty and a desire 

to take market share from existing players. The prolonged econom1c recess1on has reduced the 

bargaining power vis-a-vis customers who not only ha"e more providers to choose from but also 

ha\'e the incentive and motivation to seek the best value proposition. 

The least significant forces are substitutes and government pohc)-. This is unexpected. 

According to the NHSSP, 70% of Kenyans first seek medical ass1stance from phannacies and 

other providers. Secondly, it is also known that 70% of the disease burden can be chmmatcd 

through preventive public health interventions. An active and effective public health program 

would therefore lead to a drastic drop in demand for hosp1tal based care. The respondents 

therefore seem to underestimate the role and danger of substitutes and a properly functioning 

government health care policy. This may be explained by the fact that over 38% of rcpondents 

are not even aware of the existence of substitutes. Th1s would seem to indicate lack of strategic 

management skills and capacity an10ng the top management of many of the hospitals. 

Government is both a buyer and a regulator m many industnes. The poor rating of government is 

unlike developed markets where government plays a key role m health care using purchasing and 
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!Wllating levers. This may be due to the fa th 
- . . ct at the government does not purchase much health 

care from pnvate provtders. Government has also b"en a h•· 1 

5.1.3 trategic Options Identified 

The following strategic options were identified: 

Cost leadership 

2. New product development 

3 Market penetration 

4. Market development 

5. Focus 

6. Diversification 

c wc.u;: rcgu ator. 

The study established that hospitals apply dtfferent stratcgtc alternatives to protect and butld 

market share. It was also established that the popularity of the dtfferent strategic options differs. 

Cost leadership was found to be the most popular strategic choice It ts practtsed b) 564% of the 

respondents. There are several possible reasons for this finding. Cost leadership is the most 

defensible option. It allows those who practice it a base to select and practice various strategic 

options. It particularly allows hospitals to compete on price. The prolonged economic recession 

may have placed a ceiling on prices that hospttals can charge for thetr servtces, thus necessitating 

focus on costs. According to Michael Porter, rivalry tends to compete away profits until the 

economic rate of return or entry barring price is reached . The high level of compelttton, high 

number of entrants, and the significant bargaining power of customers makes cost leadership a 

\'ery prudent strategic choice. 

~ew product development is the second most popular strategtc alternative practised by 43.6% of 

the respondents. New products and services enable the hospitals to offer a broader, more 

comprehensive and more convenient scope of services. It protects the hospitals from substitutes 

who will usually onl> provide one type of service. It may bestow economics of scope due to usc 

of common skills and processes. The servtce industry is notonous for copying. as patent or 

copyright does not protect most services. Research and development, which constttutes a major 

barrier to a product development strategy, is therefore not a maJor impedtment in the servtce 
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industry. Hospitals may therefore find it necessary t 1 o constant y develop nC\\ products and 

sernces m order to stay ahead of the c t Th · ompe 1t1on. e populanty of this strntcgy may be dri,en 

bv the fact that the many young hospit 1 fi d · . a s m 1t necessary to broaden their service otTers due to 

customer demands. 

~ew market development IS the third most popular strategic choice practised by 28.2% of the 

respondents. In the service industry, access and convenience arc important. 'cw market 

development, is therefore, a prudent strategic choice. ft may provide the hospitals with wider 

geographical coverage. Hospitals are quite dependent on referrals. Larger market coverage may 

therefore bestow economies of scope and scale due to use of referral facilities and enable the 

hospitals to compete more effectively with other providers. A well·distributed provider net\\Ork 

is also a potent tool for procuring corporate business particularly from large organisations with a 

large branch network. New market development may also be motivated by the desire to counter 

the impact of the many recent entrants through establishment of branches ncar their fucll1ties. 

Another possibility is a response to the competition posed by the bmnch networks set up by some 

of the leading health mamtenance organisations. 

Market penetration is also in third place with 28.2% of the respondents practising it. Market 

penetration is common where goods or services are perishable, or where there is surplus capacity 

m an industry. With a declining corporate clientele due to retrenchment, declining purchasmg 

power by self-paying clients, this strategic cboice is not only expected but also necessary. 

Focus holds fourth position with 18.4% of the respondents practising it. Several factors may 

contribute to this. The market may not be sufficiently developed to support specialised units. A 

focus strategy also runs counter to the need for customer convenience. Focus also exposes the 

practitioner to competition from substitutes such as private doctors, pharmacies, cl1mcs and other 

health care facilities. The focused facility may also suffer from diseconomies of scope. Hosp1tals 

are known fo r providing various health care services under one roof. They also have economies 

of scope. A focus strategy would therefore not be very prudent and may only appeal to hospitals 

,.,itbout the resources to compete on a broad differentiation bas1s. 
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o1rersification is the least popular strategic option with only 7.7% of respondents practising it. 

Diversification requires new skills, competencies and substantial resources \1ost of the hospitals 

are not only young but are also small businesses. They do not have the resources and skills 

required to diversify. The lack of venture capital financing mechanisms m Kenya may also 

prevent entrepreneurial hospitals from diversifying. Opportumlles for related or unrelated 

diversification may not be readily available. This lack of resources may explam the poor mnking 

ofthis strategic alternative. lndeed, with the advent of health mruntenance organisations. It is the 

HMOs' which usually acquire hospitals in their bid to reduce costs. This trend may become 

common in the country. 

5.2 Recommendations for Further Research 

The study only covered private hospitals in Nairobi. It is highly recommended that similar 

studies be done in other parts of the country. 

The study was limited to hospitals. A study including other significant health care providers such 

as doctors, pharmacies would enrich the results. 

The study does not establish causal relationship between industry forces and ampact on hospnals 

and strategic choice. Further research in this direction would deepen undcrstandmg of strategac 

management in hospitals. 

Research should also be conducted in other industries particularly in those like social sen aces 

such as education in which the government was until recently the maJor or only service provader. 

. d t d'ng of the d'-namics underlymg these industries and the basas for 
Thts would deepen un crs an 1 J 

strategic choice. 
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APPE DIX I 

LI T OF RESPONDE T HOSPITALS 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

The Aga Khan Hospital, Nairobi 29. 

A venue Hospital 30. 

City Nurs ing Horne 31. 

Comprehensive Medical Services 32. 

Eastleigh Community Clinic & 33. 

Maternity Nursing Home 34. 

Genesis Nursing & Maternity Home 35. 

Guru Nanak Ramgarhia Sikh Hospital36. 

Huruma Nursing Home 37. 

lnder Nursing Horne 

Kasarani Maternity & Nursing Home38. 

Kilimanjaro ursing Home 39. 

Lions Sightfirst Eye Hospital 40. 

Madina Nursing Home 41. 

Masaba Hospital 42. 

Menelik Me<lical Center 43. 

Mother & Child Hospital 44. 

The Nairobi Hospital 45. 

Ngara Nursing Home 46. 

Nyina wa Mumbi Maternity Home 47. 

Prime Care Hospital 48. 

StJames Hospital 49. 

Apha Maternity Home 

Chtromo Lane Medical Center 

City Park Hospital 

Coptic Church Nurstng llomc 

Equator ursing Home 

Getrude's Garden Children's Hospital 

Hurlingham Hospital 

Ideal Nursing Home 

Jamaa Home & Maternity Hospital 

Kayole Hospital 

Komarock 1\ursing Home 

M P Shah Hospital 

Maria Matemtty & Nursing 

The Mater Hospital 

Metropolitan Hospital, Natrobt 

The Nairobi Hospice 

Nairobi West Hospital 

Ngong Hills Hospital & Nursing 

Park Road Nurstng Home 

Radiant llealth Nursing I lome 

StJames Medical Center Ltd 

South 'B' ~ursmg Home 

Westlands Cottage Hospital 

Kiambu Cottage Hospital 

Kikuyu tursing Home 

50. Umoja Nursing I lome 

azareth Hospital 

Kenyatta National Hospital 

51. KtJabe Medical Center 

52. Ltmiru Nursmg llome 

53. PCEA Kikuyu J lospita 

54. Vtcky Med1cal Chmc & \.1atemity 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
HO PITAL ~MtE . ............... . ...... .................... (option:al) 
I WbJcb year was the hospital opened . . . . .. ... . .•... 

2. What is the bed capacity of the hospttal. ... ... . .. ..... . .. . 

3 How many permanent employees does the hospttal have .. .. ...• ... 

4. Are you registered with the l\attonal Hospuallnsurance Fund(:-;JilF) 

Yes [ ] l\o 

5. Who owns the hospital? Tick as appropnate. 

Religious orgamzation 

Pnvate company 

Associauon of members 

Public company 

T~t [ 

·on government organization [ 

Indmdual [ 

Co-operouve SOCiety [ 

] 

Other (Please specify) ............................ . ........... ..... . ... . 

6. How would you classify the ownership of your hospital? T1ck as appropnatc 

1000/o locally owned 

Over 51 °/o locally O\\ned [ 

100% foreign owned 

Over 51% fore1gn owned 

7. Are the hospital premises. Tick as appropriate 

Owned 

Rented 

Other (spec1fy) . . .. .. . ..... .. . ..... . ..... ..... . ..... .. .. . .. ....... . ...... . 

...... ..... .................................. .................... ................. 

8. Is the hosp1tal part of any industry groupmg or associauon. 

Yes !'\o 

9. How would you classify your hospital's financial obJective'! 

For profit 

Non profit 

10. Does your hosp1tal depend entirely on fees charged for <~erv1ccs? 

Yes ~o [ ) 

1 f 00, what percentage of your recurrent budgetts funded through donation'! . .... . 
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I I. How many outpatients dad you attend to in 1999 .......... . 

12. How would you rate the competition your hospatal faces? Tick in the appropriate box. 

Very High [ ) Moderate Low 

Hagh very Low 

13. How '"ould you rate the impact of the folio'" in& forces on your hospital? 

Very Low Low Moderate lhgh Very lfagh 

Competitors( existing hospitals) 2 3 4 5 

Upcoming C'Jew) hospnals 2 3 4 5 

Substitute products.'services 2 3 4 5 

Customers 2 3 4 5 

Suppliers 2 3 4 5 

Government policies 2 3 4 5 

14. What is the extent of satisfaction with the hospital regulatory framework 10 tenns of the foll0\\1ng'! 

Circle the appropriate number agamst each statement. 

Very high llagh Moderate Low Very Low 

Registration procedure for hospitals 1 2 3 4 5 

Regulation of pharmacasts 2 3 4 5 

Regulation of doctors 2 3 4 5 

Regulation of nurses 2 3 4 5 

Restriction on Importation of medicines 2 3 4 5 

NHIF registration procedure 2 3 4 5 

NHIF rebate level 2 3 4 5 

Enforcement of quality standards 2 3 4 5 

15. Indicate the extent of your satisfaction with each of the followang by cu'Cimg the appropnate number 

against each statement. 

Very high High Moderate LO\\ Very LO\\ 

Staff costs 2 3 4 5 

Fees charged by consultants 2 3 4 5 

Availabliity of consultants 2 3 4 5 

Prices of phannaceut1cal supplies 2 3 4 5 

Pnces of med1cal & surgical supphes 2 3 4 5 

Prices of medical eqwpment 2 3 4 5 

After sales support 2 3 4 5 

Cost of borrow1ng 2 3 4 5 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

How would you rate your ability to influence the following'! Cucle as appropnate number agamst each of 

the statements. 

Very Low Low Moderate High Very lhgh 

Staff costs 2 .3 " s 
Fees charged by consultants 2 3 4 s 
Availability of consultants 2 3 4 5 

Quahty of clinicaL 'Med1cal practice 2 3 4 s 
Pnces of pharmaceuncal supplies 2 .3 4 5 

Pnce:. of medical & Surgical Supphes 2 3 4 s 
After sales suppon 2 .3 4 5 

Cost of borrowing 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate each of the following factors as they relate to the ennronmcnt m whtch hospital 

operate'? Please circle the appropriate number against each of the statements. 

Very low Low Moderate High Very High 

Barriers to setting up a new hospital 2 3 4 5 

Barriers to purcbasmg an ex.istmg hospital 2 3 4 5 

Compeution among eXJSung hospital 2 3 4 5 

Profitability 2 3 4 5 

Growth potential 2 3 4 5 

Barriers to selling hospital 2 3 4 5 

How would you rate the extent to w.hich you have difficulties in dealing with customers m terms of the 

following? 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

Quality of medical care I 2 3 4 5 

Quality of nursmg care 2 3 4 5 

Catenng 2 3 4 5 

Quality of accommodation 2 3 4 5 

Range of servtces offered 2 3 4 5 

Pnce of sen· tees 2 3 4 5 

Collectmg payment 2 3 4 5 

CredJt control 2 3 4 5 

Ltttgation nsk 2 3 4 5 

I low would you rate the extent of change of the following wtthin the last 5 years'1 Ctrcle as appropnate 

against each statement. 
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Highly Decreased :'\ot changed Increased Highly 

Decreased 

~o. of adnuss1ons 
Increased 

2 3 4 5 

No of outpanents 2 3 4 5 

No. of operations 2 3 4 s 
Bed of occupancy 2 3 4 5 

Revenue 2 3 4 5 

Staff costs 2 3 4 5 

Cost of medical supphes 2 3 4 5 

Cost ofborrowmg 2 3 4 5 

Outstanding debts 2 3 4 5 

Bad debts 2 3 4 5 

20. Are you aware of any substitute/alternatives to your services'? 

Yes No 

21 On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate the 1mpact of the following ser•1ce prov1dc~ on your hospital'! 

Circle the appropnate number against each statement . 

Very low Low Moderate lllgh Very High 

Home nursing care 2 3 4 5 

Private doctors climes 2 3 4 5 

Private d1agnosuc centers 2 3 4 5 

~ursmg pracuuoners 2 3 4 5 

Clintcal officers practitioners 2 3 4 5 

Herbalists & alternative therapies 2 3 4 5 

Reta1l pharmac1es1Chemists 2 3 4 5 

Day care surgery centers 2 3 4 5 

Public hosp1tals & Health centers 2 3 4 5 

Pnmary pubhc health act1v1ties 2 3 4 5 

22. llow would you rate the impact of government pohcies, leg1slation and regulation on your hospital'~ 

operations? Tick in the appropriate box 

Very High Moderate Low 

H1gh Very Low 

23. On a scale of 1-5. please rate the impact of the following on your hospital's operations 

Very Low Low Moderate High Very lltgh 

Water Supply 2 3 4 5 

Telecommunications 2 3 4 
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Elecmcity supply 

Road network 

Security 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

~4 . How do you handle the go\·ernment on issues that affect your ~pita!? 

Lobby through the appropriate channels 1 
Approach the government mdiVIdually 

Do nothmg 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

Others( please specify) . ••••• .. ..•... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... . ... 0 . ......... o ...... ..... . ...................... .. .. . ......... .. .. 

............... ...... ··· ··················· ··· ·· ········································································ 
25° Has the ownerstup changed smce the hospital was opened? Tick in the appropnate hox 

Yes No 

lf yes, how many changes in ownership have occurred in the last 5 years .............. .. .. .. 

260 Is the hosp1tal part of a hospital or health provider network'! Tick in the appropnate box 

Yes No 

If yes, please spectfy the nature of the neh\ork .. oooooo oo00 00 ..................... . .................... 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 00 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 T O~ 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 • •• ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

27 0 Has your hospital opened branches inside or outside Kenya'! 

Yes ( No 

280 In the last fi\'e (5) years, has the hosp1tal done any of the following? 

Reduce the number of beds 

Closed poorly performing units 

Stopped offering some servtces 

Reduced the average length of stay 

Implemented measures to reduce doctor's fees 

Implemented measures to reduce medtc•ne costs 

Reduced the number of employees 

Introduced perfoml3nce hnked pay 

Installed computen7ed hospital management systems 

Implement measures to reduce the costs of surg1cal supplies 

Reduced mterests on overdraft or loans 

Implemented mea~ures to improve credit control 

Reduced capital c:xpend1ture 

Contracted out non-core services or activ1ues 
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29. In the last five {5) years has the hospital ex....,rienced · r~ emor manage~nt changes tn the foli0\\1ng 
areas/ posts. 

Yes ~0 

Cluef Executive [ ] ] 
Admimstrator [ ] 

Finance/ Accounts [ 

Matron,Chtef Nurse ( 

Markeung Customer Service 

Informauon system 

Others {please spectfy) ........................................................................................ . 

30. Has the hospital done any of the foUowmg wtthin the last five (5) years'? 

Reduced bed fee 

Reduced outpatient consulting fee 

Reduced the fees charged for any other services 

Adverttsed m the media 

Employed marketing or customer ser\'lces personnel 

Set up a marketing or bus mess development depart:ment 

Actively promoted existing servtces 

Expanded existing consultant offices 

Yes 

31. Within the last 5 years, has the hospttal done any of the follo\\ing 

Started a private wing/rooms 

Started x-ray servtces 

Introduced funeral servtccs 

Started day care surgery 

Set up mtenstvc care 

Launched an ambulance services 

Upgraded exisung acconunodatioo facilities 

Upgraded key equipment 

Introduced any other major service 

Yes 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

] 

I 
] 

] 

] 

32. Has the hospttal cloo;ed any department or contracted third parties to provide any of the folio\\ mg services'? 

Yes No 

Laundry servtce 
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Catering 

X-ray ] 

Ultrasound ] 

Laboratory ] 

Pharmacy 

Mortuary 

Others (please specify) ...............................•.•...........••.••.•... 

··································· ············ 
33. In the last 5 years, bas the hospttal taken over any services that were previously contracted to third partie!; 

such as 

Laundry servtce 

Catenng 

X-ray 

Ultrasou nd 

Laboratory 

Monuary 

Yes ~0 

1 

Others (please spectfy) ..................................................... .. 

34. Withm the last 5 years, has the hospttal stated. acqwred or got tn\Oived in any of the folio\\ mg acuo,; tiles'! 

Purchase any hospttal 

Set up new hospttal 

New service delivery pomts outside the hospttal 

But It doctors offices 

Health insurance business 

Health mamtenance organW1tion 

Pharmaceuucal or rnedtcal supplies dtstnbutton 

!lome nursmg 

Jomed or set up jomt purchasing group 

Merger 'nth local or foretgn company 

Joined or set up a hospital association 

Jomed any busmess alliance or jomt venture 

Any other related health care busmess 

Any other busme~s outside health cares 

Yes No 

[ 

THA."'K YOU \ERY MCCH FOR YOLR COOPERATIO"i. 
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APPE 1DIX II 

Table 1: What is the bed capacity of the hospital 

Valid Cumulati\'c 
Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

Valid 5.00 I 2.6 2.6 2.6 
10.00 3 7.7 79 10.5 
12.00 l 2.6 2.6 13.2 
14.00 1 2.6 2.6 15.8 
15.00 2 5.1 53 21.1 
20.00 2 5.1 5.3 26.3 
22.00 1 2.6 2.6 28.9 
24.00 1 2.6 2.6 31.61 
27.00 1 2.6 2.6 34.2 
28.00 2 5.1 5.3 39.5 i 

30.00 l 2.6 2.6 42.1 
32.00 2 5.1 5.3 47.4 

34.00 1 2.6 2.6 50.0 

35.00 3 7.7 7.9 57.9 

40.00 2 5.1 5.3 63.2 

45.00 1 2.6 2.6 65.8 

46.00 1 2.6 2.6 68.4 

60.00 1 2.6 2.6 71.1 

68.00 1 2.6 2.6 73.7 

70.00 1 2.6 2.6 76.3 

85.00 1 2.6 2.6 78.9 

94.00 1 2.6 2.6 81.6 

140.00 1 2.6 2.6 84.2 

150.00 1 2.6 2.6 86.8 

187.00 1 2.6 2.6 89.5 

200.00 1 2.6 2.6 92. 1 

240.00 1 2.6 2.6 94.7 

250.00 1 2.6 2.6 97.4 

262.00 1 2.6 2.6 100.0 

Total 38 97.4 100.0 

Missing System 1 

Missing 
Total 1 

Total 39 
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Table 2: Year of establishment 

Al\IES YEAR 
I Komorock 2000 
2 Melc 2000 
3 Kilimanjaro 1999 
4. Emmaus 1999 
5. Sinai 1998 
6. Kiambu cottage 1998 
7. Right med 1998 
8. Chiromo 1997 
9. Prime care 1997 
I 0. Comprehensive 1996 
II. Eastliegh rep 1996 
12. Umoja nursing 1996 

,13. Kayole 1996 
14. StJames 1995 

!' 5. Mother & 1995 
16.Metro 1995 
17. Mid hill 1995 

/18. Madina 1994 
19. Eastliegh 1994 
20. Equator 1994 

!21. Unity 1994 
22. St. Anne 1991 

23. Nairobi West 1987 

24. Guru na nak 1986 

25. Masaba 1980 

126. Westland 1976 
27. Avenue 1976 

28. Huruma 1976 

29. Jamaa 1971 

30. Nyma wa 1963 

31. Mater 1962 

32. Parkroad 1962 

33. Kazareth 1960 

34. AKH 1958 

35. Gatrudes 1957 

36. Na1rob1 hos 1950 

37. MP shah 1933 

38. Kikuyu 1908 

39. KNH 1901 
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